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Tonight and Tuesday
fair; even temperature
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY,
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SWERS OF SENATORS IN LOBBY INVESTIGATION.

INFLUENCE

MONEY IS BEING HANDED
OUT BY OPPONENTS OF THE
NEW TARIFF BILL.

NO

"LOBBYIST"

IS

FOUND

WHO HOLDS INDIAN
CONTRACTS, POINTED OUT

Vi'MURRAY,

AS THE REAL THING.

.

Washington, Jane 2. The first senators to testify today at the senate
investigation of the charge that a lobby is working against the tariff bill
declared they knew of no improper
influences being exerted; no use of
money and had not themselves attempted to improperly influence any
other senators.
All admitted
having talked with
manufacturers interested in the tariff, and having heard protests, but
all considered such proceedings strictly legitimate and none could consider
the men with whom they talked as
"lobbyists."
Senator Ashurst said, however, that
"a man named McMurray" had been
attempting improperly to influence
senators against the movement to
cancel certain Indian contracts by
which McMurray is eald to stand to
receive $3,500,000. Senator Borah referred also to "the man Senator Ashurst mentioned."
The United States senators' search
for a tariff lobby such as President
Wilson declared was operating In
Washington, began today with the
holdsenate judiciary
ing

open-hearing-

Every senator was prepared to answer a series of 11 questions to determine whether he has any personal
interest in the tariff or other legislation, and to find out what persons
have approached him In the effort to
influence his action on schedules of
the tariff bill.
Before the committee met, Senators
Overman and Reed neld a long conference with President Wilson. The
is that the
president
Impression
might fqrnish a 'list of names of those
he believes to be "lobbyists."
Senator Ashurst was the first called.
Ie testified that he was not
personally interested in any manner
concerning any pending legislation.
He sa!fd he had not kept a record of
those (who had talked with him
matters before congress, but
he wibuld give the names of al! he
could remember.
Tomhn-son- ,
The( senator named a Mr.
representing cattle men, and
William Kettner of California, representing citrus fruit growers, but stated that no improper suggestions were
mad k by them.
Senator Ashurst said he did believe, however, that "a man named
Me?iurray had been attempting to influence improperly the action of sena-torwith respect to preventing the
cancellation of certain contracts he
OfcMurray) had with Cherokee Indians fcr the sale of land whereby he
would receive $3,500,000.
"He Is the smoothest lobbyist I
have ever seen," added the senator.
"He could carry a bundle of eels upstairs without dropping a single one."
J. F. McMurray, an attorney of Mo- Alefcter, Okia, prominently identified
with Indian legislation, has a contract
with the Cherokee Indiana for the
eale of $35,000,000 worth of land, for
which he is to receive 10 per cent.
There is a movement in congress to
annul! his contracts.
Senator Bacon, who followed Senator Ashurst, said that he owned a
small farm In Georgia on which
Borne article might be raised that
were affected' by the tariff. A sewer
pip factory, a street railway, a gaa
company, and an electric company
were other industries in which Senator Bacon said he had some interest.
"I don't believe any of them are
affected by any of this legislation,"
con-ce:ni- n
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THE 0. R. C- - MEETING.
San Francisco,
June 2. Politics
began to simmer today in the conven.
tion of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, now in the final week of
its session here. Grand President
Lee's policies were atatacked and defended i i the debate over salaries and
appeals, which constituted the day's

row.

bordering

fa'iy

'

.

EO-TiO-

FORiMALDEHYDEIS
FOUND IN DAIRY

PRODUCTS

program. It Is said that the election
of officers and choice of the next convention city will be taken up tomor- GRAND

JURY REPORTS

FOUND

HAVING

ADULTERATION

IN .;
Thus far the only announced candiMILK SOLD HERE
date to succeed President Lee, who
has held office since 190!) and is a
candidate for ' rc election, is A. F. NO INDICTMENTS
RETURNED
Whitney of Eagle Grove, Iowa, whose
name is quietly being put forward Dy
his friends. Cleveland, Columbus, St. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE
DISTRICT ATTORNEY WARN
Louis, Milwaukee, St. Paul, Houston,
Norfolk and Sacramento are all in the
THE DAIRYMEN
field for the next convention.

COMPANY

POWER

LOSES

INVESTIOATIBNJEXT

.

The Colorado stale
Denver, June
supreme court rendered a decision in
the case of the City of Colorado
Springs versus the Pikes Peak
company, giving the city the
x
right to erect a municipal lighting
hydro-electrito
the
and
compel
plant
company to furnish power to that
plant at a ratt that will enable the
city to sell power at, the most favor
able rate on which the company sells
power to any consumer in the city.
Under the decision the rate at which
the city plant will secure power will
be the same as that paid by the Colo
rado Springs Electric company.

FALL

2.

c

BIG MINE IS BURNING.
2.
A disMan., June
patch just received from Nelson, B.
C, says that the shaft of the Wrar
Eagle mine at Rossland caught fire
early today and is burning fiercely.
The Bhaft house has been destroyed,
but it is not known whether any lives
are endangered. The War Eagle is
the largest silver and lead mine in
western Canada.

Winnipeg,

AN UMPIRE FIRED
Lincoln, Neb., June 2. Umpire

of,
let!'fr is. J
Jhe circuit unless he comes to
terms with President O'Neill before
he is relieved by Umpire Colliflower.
over expenses led
A disagreement
to the withdrawal of Fitzslmmons.
Colliflower was to have been here
Sunday, but failed to show up and
Fitzsimmons stayed over a day to umgame.
pire the Lincoln-Topekthe-HTes-

.nv

leave.

a

RAILWAYS

MEXICO
-

SECURE

BIG SU

WILL ENDEAVOR TO PAY THEIR
DEBTS BY BORROWING
26 MILLION DOLLARS.
New York, June 2. A syndicate of
New York, London and Berlin bankers purchased today from the railways of Mexico an issue of $26,730,-00-

0

secured notes.
This was part of an authorized issue
of $29,160,000, and provides of the
payment of $10,000,000 of the company's notes due today. These notes,
it was announced, would be paid immediately upon presentation.
The new issue also provides funds
of $13,000,000 in
for the retirement
notes due November 15, next, and for
other requirements of the road.
These notes, it was announced, will
6

per cent

r

two-yea-

IF MILK 13 FOUND THEN NOT TO
EE PURE INDICTMENTS WILL

c

Hydro-Electri-

j

iergfant accused of

Bfm

.Mushrooms grow best
in the dark; so do
evil doeds

CITY

with the officers of the post, he
that SehaJl had insured his A
learned
MAYO
NOT HEADY
family for $1 00 each, a few days be
fore the fire.
In affidavits laid before the federal
TO
grand jury on May 29, Lieutenant Wil
liam T. Cade of the hospital corps
swore that Schall appearel little af
fected by news of the fiie when he
was told of it. In his pockets were
found all his enlist njmit papers since
MR. ARNOLD OF DENVER WILL
In explana
he entered the service.
NOT YIELD TO THE NEW
tion he said that it was his habit to
CITY COMMISSION.
carry the papers with him, but In the
affidavit they were described as show
ing no traces of pocket wear.
IT IS NOT LEGAL
Schall collected his Insurance and SAYS
his
was
afterward
to
immediately
given
present
he himself is concerned,
arguments, is a lobbyist," said the BUT RELATIONS BETWEEN THE discharge. While her? he gave no hint DECLARES COURTS MUST PROthat he supposed his .Wife and children
senator. "Neither do I think that a
NOUNCE IT "O. K." IF HE
TWO COUNTRIES ARE DEbeen murdered.
had
a
comes
in
legitihere
lawyer who
GIVES UP OFFICE.
ACTION.
LAYING
mate way to represent a reputable inFOREST
ACCUSES
SERVICE.
dustry is a lobbyist"
Washington, June 2. In a speech THE
Senator Bacon concluded by testi-- j CIVIL
MEET
COMMISSIONERS
EXAMINED
SERVICE
today supporting his resolution for
fying he had heard there are '"sugar"
a congressional investigation of the
organizations in Washington, one for
service Representative Humph- SELECT DR. J. M. PERKINS AS
forest
NOT
BE
WILL
COMMISSION
NEW
it.
the
other
and
free sugar
against
of
rey
Washington, ueclared that in
HEAD OF THE NEW MUNICSenator Bankhead was called but
CREATED UNTIL INVESTIone
the
Pacific
Northern
instance
took
Borah
IPAL ADMINISTRATION.
did not respond. Senator
GATION OCCURS.
railroad had been permitted to exthe stand.
change 450,000 acres of barren land
"No" was his answer to all questions
the
June 2. Without
Denver,
2. Three
June
timber worth at least f 1.0,0110,000,
for
days
Washington,
ir
interested
was
he
to
whether
as
every
of rest have brought a glow of color which it sold to the Wyerhausers. He slightest resistance, although
any industry or represented profes- to the face of President
was gua ded
Wilson, and charged that the forest service "is office in the city nail
sionally any industry affected by the
to prevent occupancy
by
policemen
healand
looked
he
refreshed
and
accord
in
still
working
perfect
tariff. Harry Day and a Mr. McCarthy, today
of the building by the newly elected
thy as he faced half a hundred Wash-ingto- in the interest of a great private timof Idaho, he said, had talked to him
coa respondents at the usual ber ownership to produce a monopoly city commissioners, the commissionabout lead; Frank Hageribarth and
The president of the timber supply and to increase ers took possession of the council
Monday conference.
Dr. McClure, of the wool growers' aschambers at 10 o'clock this morning
was in good humor.
the prices of forest products."
sociation, in regard to wool, and sevand proceeded to organize.
is holding
us
what
"Can
tell
you
eral men from Louisiana in regard to
Dr. J. M. Perkins, commissioner of
WAR COLLEGE CONFERENCE.
up the nomination of a public printsugar. The namer of the latter he er?" was one of the first
social
sum2.
welfare, was elected mayor of
The
June
R.
I.,
Newport,
inquiries.
could not remember.
the
city on the fourth ballot. Isaac
"Mainly the indecision of the presi- mer conference of the Naval War
Senator Borah said no one had atadN.
an
was
Stevens,
with
progressive, was elected
with
a laugh college
opened today
dent," said Mr. Wilson,
tempted to influence him improperly in which his hearers joined.
dress by Secretary of the Navy Dan- attorney supplanting W. H. Bryant,
and he had no knowledge of the use
In response to other questions the iels. Iater the secretary was the who immediately signified his willingof money. He told the lead and sugar
over to the
president said he had practically de- guest at luncheon of Captain William ness to deliver his office
men he thought the bill would pass as
new
incumbent.
cided on the personnel of the new in- Lee Rogers, president of the college.
Former Mayor Henry J. Arnold,
written, and it was not worth while dustrial commission, and might send
to spend the time discussing it.
however, refused to surrender office,
the names to the senate this week.
"I don't consider the men who called He said he had
as have most of the former officials
nearly made up a list
on me lobbyists," he added. "They of
TODAY IN CONGRESS
under him. He and they declare the
but
diplomatic appointments,
were all legally representing indus- would not make them public until it
city's welfare would be jeopardized
tries which they believed would be af- was actually completed.
if the old administration gives up of
order which
fected."
Washington, June 2. Senate: Lob- fice without a court
an
decided
he
has
upon
Although
committee began would legalize what they declare to
He added he had seen "no lobbyists" ambassador for Mexico, the president by investigating
be an illegal commission.
at thla session.
said that appointment would be de- open hearings.
continued "City Attorney 'Stevens made the
. ."Did
Finance
you see them at former ses- ferred until conditions warranted
work on tariff schedules.
statement that he expected the ensions?" asked Senator Reed.
recognition of the Mexican republic.
favoracted
committee
about
minds
our
Judiciary
"We all make up
tire controversy to be definitely and
Changes in the civil service commiscertain men that we believe are try- sion, he let it be known, would await ably on O'Gorman bill allowing chief amicably settled within 24 hours and
to cir- the rights of the new commissioners
ing to influence legislation," he said. the outcome of an investigation by justice to assign federal judges
own.
than
their
other
cuits
Borah
Senator
established beyond a doubt.
for
Pressed
names,
the senate of the civil service.
West Virginia coal mine strike inThe commissioners at their meetsaid he regarded "the man mentionC. H. Taft, a brother of the former
to
hearcommittee
begin
interested
as
ed by Senator Ashurst,"
ing this morning, passed an ordinance
president, dropped into shake hands vestigating
10.
W.
June
at
Va.,
Charlestown,
In securing certain land legislation.
ining
vacating all municipal offices with
with Mr. Wilson, and the latter
committee held the exception of those of the fire and
Pacific Islands
exwas
Taft
when
Professor
quired
bill to make police departments.
on Gronna
pecting to return to Washington.' He hearings
A resolution
HIGHWAYMEN HOLD UP learned that his predecessor would be Hawaii "dry," but took, no action.
declaring all ordinoon
and
Met
at
House:
full
adjourned nances in
force and effect was
here June 9 for a meeting of the Linof
the
to
the
out
of
memory
The commissioners
respect
also
passed.
A LONELY JEWELER coln Memorial commission.
late Representative George Koenig, then took a recess until 2 o'clock thl?
Third Maryland district. Speaker afternoon. A large crowd had gath
PAGE ATTENDS DERBY.
Clark
appointed a committee to at- ered at the city hall, expecting to wit2
Hiues
Walter
June
NEW
London,
OF
GREENHAUS
MEDEL
funeral.
the
tend
ness acts, of violence when the new
Page, the new American ambassador,
YORK IS ROBBED AND BEATEN
com- commissioners attempted to take posto
caucused
Democrats
ratify
B.
Laughlin,
accompanied by Irwin
BY EAND1TS
session. The officers on guard at
secretary of the embassy, today at- mittee appointments.
introduc-e- l the council chamber offered no objecHinebaugh
Representative
New York, June 2. Four armed tended King George's usual derby
a resolution to direct interstate tions when the six newly elected ofhighwaymen entered the jewelry shop! work levee at Buckingham palace.
commerce commission to investigate ficials entered.
of Medel Greenhaus on the lower East
St. Louis and Ran Francisco railroad
Side today, hold him up at. the point1
for the past year.
management
clear-wheof a revolver, beat him sen?
Murdock introdired BALKANS WILL TRY
Representative
Ui:
t'.vu;
looted
he
resisted,
commisEUou
naturalization
a
bill
for
safes of $4,000 in gems, locked him in
and draft
recommend
to
investigate,
TO BEACH DECISION
the shop and escaped. Greenhaus
of admitted
a
in the interest
bill
the
to
smashed
his
feet,
staggered
GEORGE E. SCHALL IS ARRESTED aliens.
glass panel of the locked door, end,
'
ALLEGED
IN VANCOUVER;
BULGARIA, SERVIA, GREECE AND
alarm.
the
crawling through, gave
SEND DELEMONTENEGRO
CRIME IN FRISCO
The leader of the highwaymen enCONFERENCE.
TO
GATES
Greenhaus
tered the place alone,
TUE ALMIGHTY DOLLAR
Portland, Ore., June 2. George E.
said, and asked to see a cheap watch
Sofia, Junt 2. An agreement for a
displayed in the winlow. When the Schall, formerly a sergeant in the
A HOLE IN IT
Willi
of the premiers of Bulgaria,
States
United
meeting
with
army,
counter
hospital corps,
jeweler returned to the
Servia, Greece and Montenegro was
the watch he lookel up into the muzzle was arrested at Vancouver, Wash., toreached last night by the Bn ganan
of a revolver. Three other highway day charged with the murder of his
to think that our
We all
Servian ministers, to exchange
and
men darted in before he could mako wife and three children at the Presiown dollar ;s' sound: and wonti
on the situation.
views
an outcry and stunned htm with tha dio, San Francisco, last April. The
100 cents. If some one tries to
of
in
ruins
the
were
bodies
found
butts of their revolvers.
pass us- a dollar with a hole in
Prepartng to Make Up.
Schall's "home in the non commissioned
it, or one plugged with lead, we
Saloniki
Juno 2. A report from a
dewas
which
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN NAMED. officers' cantonment,
make an emphatic protest.
creditable
says that a 'comquarter
2.
selecThe
fire.
June
by
stroyed
Washington,
And yet some of us go along,
mercial
and
political understanding
tions of democrats by the ways and
by day, letting each of our
day
between the Greeks
reached
been
has
commitSchall
Bad
house
for
Looks
means committee for
dollars buy us an average of
and Servians against the claims of
San Francisco, June 2. Shortly aftees were submitted to a cmcne toP'ecs-Al- l
about 70c
Bulgaria.
day for ratification. These included ter Sergeant George E. Schall, arrestwtich comes from the
of
The Bulgarian commander at Eleu-thr- a
ed In Vancouver, Wash., today, left
the following chairmanships:
habit of
American
unthrifty
today informed the Greek comBanking and currency, Carter Glass his cottage in the Presidio here on the
spending, or, in other
careless
mander
that the Bulgarian troops
Shaekleford
frame
the
small
of
of Virginia; good roads,
night
April 26,
words, buying things in a hurry
would not advance any further and
of Missouri;, naval a.fair?, Hobson of house was burned to the ground.
without thought and considerathat the recent movements of the BulWithin were Mrs. Schall, an invaAlabama; labor, Lewis of Maryland;
tion.
soldiers had not been intended
exgarian
of
and
sons,
small
three
lid,
her
Georgia;
education, Hughes
nd bountiful counnew
a
In
in
hostile
Mah-ea
r
spirit.
Henry, Francis and Joseph, none of
penditures department of labor,
ours it is a natural relike
try
whom
York.
of New
escaped. It was supposed they
sult of too much prosperity.
POET LAUREATE DEAD
had been burned to death, but investia growing
however,
is,
There
June 2. Alfred Austin,
London,
BRITISH SHIPS COLLIDE
gation of the ruins showed that the
people who realize that
of
class
laureate since 1S9G, died
British
poet
Brit2.
The
broken
of
June
the
skulls
been
children
had
Portsmouth, Eng.,
think
to
well
a3
they
it
at
the
age of 77. Alfred Austin,
pays
today
ish battleship Irresistible and Prince to bits. Fragments were found scat-tere- l
such we recommend
all
To
a poet, was a barrister,
besides
buy.
collided
being
in the ashes.
of Wales of the Home fleet
pages of THE
a war corresadvertising
and
6
the
crltio
novelist,
the
Isle
off
At
advanced
first
was
the
while
maneuvering
theory
today
inreliable
offer
which
a
OPTIC
and
political writer.
pondent
of Wight. Both are returning to dock. that the skulls had exploded from the
to Inand
suggestions
jKeii
at
Ha
formation
tome, Swnforl Oil
t8
are
heat.
bows
damaged,
This theory did not satisfy
The Irresistible'a
Manor, Ashford, Kent, where he had
tending purchasers.
but the naval authorities insist that George B. Stoner, a brother of the
been ill for some time.
dead woman. Working in conjunction
she hag not suffered seriously.
he said. "I am sure I want no duty
on sewer pipe."
Senator Bacon said he had not
tried to influence members of the
senate, except in a general way, to
urge a reduction of tariff on articles
of general use.
"1 have not listened to a single
man or heard .a single argument on
this tariff bill," he said'.
Xo person had attempted to influSAYS AM-- ,
ence him improperly, Senator Bacon PPRES1DENT WILSON
atof
BE'
NOT
WILL
BASSADOR
knew
nothing
said, and he
NAMED AT PRESENT.
tempts to use money for lobbying purposes.
"I don't think a man who comes
A
MAN
FOUND
HAS
here to represent an interest in which HE
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be offered in New York and Lonrton
shortly,
probably at 9. Arrangements have been completed for the
$50,000,000 loan to the Mexican government, exclusive of the railway's
financing, and' it.-- was expected, that
details would be announced later today. The loan will be in the form
6 per cent bonds.
of
;

BE RETURNED

That several of the dairymen
operating in San Miguel county,
especially near Las Vegas, have been
selling lairy products containing
as a preservative was the
rinding of the San Miguel county grand
jury, according to the final report filed by that body Saturday afternoon
immediately before it was excused.
The report stated that no Indictments were returned for tho reason
that it was deemed better to instruct
the district attorney to inform tho
dairymen of the findings of the grand
jury and notify them a similar examination would be made in November,
which would result in indictments and
convictions should formaldehyde or
any other chemicals be found in the
milk or should it be pronounced impure in any manner.
The grand jury based its findings
upon a report of John C. Baker, head
of the science department of the New
Mexico- - Normal University, who examined sfraples of mlY-- from nil th
darles in and near Las Vegas. jn.
Baker, it is understood, found formaldehyde in several cf the samples. ,
The grand jury reported that it had
examined into 47 cases and had returned 33 true bills. Of these 18 were
directed against persons who had violated the school laws by refusing to
send their children to school. The
grand juijy recommended that the officers of the county exert every effort
to compel everybody to obey the
i
school laws.
According to tho report, several
prominent citizens who testified be
fore the grand jury, declared they had
noticed no Infractions of the
laws. The
or Sunlay-closindeclared
the
grand jury
county to be
in good condition and ree from serious crime. It recommended some
repairs at the court house and jail
and con,'j:ratualted Sheriff Gallegoa upon the excellent way in which the Jail
is managed.
Following the receipt of the report
Judge Leahy excused the grand jurors,
who had been in session two weeks.
He thanked them for their efficient
'

anti-gambli-

g

work.
SPRINGS SURPRISE
Boston, June 2 The prosecution
sprang a surprise in the dynamita
conspiracy case today by Introducing
as a witness a chauffeur who testified that he drove-passenger resembling Frederick iX Atteaux from
the Boston home of William M. Wood,
president of the American Woolen,
company, to the corner of Washing1- ton and Franklin streets on the Eight
of January 29, 1912, the date upon
which the dynamite was "planted" at
Lawrence.
PROSECUTION

:

HENWOOD TRIAL RESUMED
RIGHTS UPHELD.
SECRETARY'S
Denver, June 2. Attorneys at the
Washington, June 2 The district
trial of Harold F. Henwood, charged court of appeals today upheld the legwith the murder of George E. Cope-lan- al right of the secretary of the in-

resumed examination of prospec-tv- e
Jurors when court convened this
morning after a three days' recess.
Many of the talesmen declared they
had prejudged the case and consequently were excused. Mora than
two;thlrd8 of the men examined declared they would,, under no circumstances, agree to a 'verdict which
might result In the death of the defendant.
Ia spite of the difficulty found in
selecting a jury. It Is the opinion of
attorneys that the taking ot testimony
will begin tomorrow.

terior to remove members of the tribal council of the Osago Indians for
cause. The case arose through for-

mer Secretary Fisher's removal of tribal chief 3 in connectoin with oil land
leases he alleged had tot a m:uh'. to
th.9 disadvantage of the Indians.
STRIKE IN PACKING HOUSE.
Sioux City, la., June 8. There v?s
no break la tho strike- at the Cudi--packing plant today, althonjlj 12 hvs
butchers agreed to rct'ira to work
"f hours in, order to take care of the
bogs in the pens.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

MONDAY,

JUNE

2, 1913.

American ntunin .t,,
cn-- ti-- the
fined to the judge, which discretion
president said: "I wonder you
t ngs tha:1 you do and say."
will not be revised on error or appeal, HOW
did'nt ask me about that. Now, If I
!S I
The smile that spread over the pres- were
unless it appears to have been gross"
you, I would ask me
sJ 'art- ident's face spoke volumes. Then and
ly abused or exercised contrary to
There was a roar of laughter; the
f . . t
there the ice began to melt.
law.
president assumed that the question
2. Within reasonable limits, each
Another of the correspondents was had been asked, and went on to anparty has a right to put pertinent
saying: "After all, it is pretty impor swer it, in a ringing declaration which
tant, that we should understand your
questions to show, not only that there
produced the "No Compromise" stories
exist proper grounds for a challence
thought and your point of view. Though of the next morning's papers.
for cause, but to elicit facts to enable
you and your cabinet speak with the
And here is something else which
him to decide whether or not he will
tongues ot men and of angels, and de has significance of several kinds. Not
v
FIRST CONFERENCES cide this and that never so
EL PASO, SILVER CITY, HURLEY exercise his right of peremptory chal- WILSON'S
A(r
wisely, the Jong ago in answer to a question upon
WITH SCRIBES WERE COLD
notion that the people will get will a
AND SANTA RITA ARE IN THE
lenge.
very deciate subject, Mr. Wilson
3. Where persons have authority
AND RESTRAINED
CIRCUIT
usually be the notion that we give spoke with a degree of frankness that
to arrest and are resisted and killed
them.
We want the opportunity to made some of the veterans
gasp. What
Silver City, X. M. June 2 At a in the proper exercise or such authorWashington, June 2.- - About a week make that notion right, by getting it he said was simple and innocent and
from you."
meeting of representatives on Satur- ity, the homicide .s murder in ad after the inauguration of President.
obvious enough; but, if it had been
Wilson, a notice was posted in the "You are absolutely
day night in Silver City the Copper who take part In such resistance.
right!" ex- misquoted, or quoted out of its
4.
Where the arrest is illegal, the senate and house press galleries and claimed the
league was organized nnd a schedule
president. "That is the
or maliciously warped, however
adopted. Four teams will participate offense is reduced to manslaughter, at the National Press club, and was way I would like to deal with you. slightly, the consequences might have
in the schedule 31 Paso, Silver Cityfc unless the proof showed express circulated by telephone and otherwise How shall we fix it?"
been most regrettable.
to the newspaper men of Washington,
So right there in that doorway, with
Hurley and Santa Rita. Santa Ktla malice toward tue deceased.
"Of course, that Is all entre nous,"
5. If the outrage of an attempted
that Mr. Wilson would be glad to the remnants of the crowd that had the president said, with a
and Hurley will open the season ia
glance that
New Mexico when ihey meet Satur- illegal arrest has not excited .the pas meet them at the White House at a chilled in the east room desolation tcok in
man in the room. "I
every
will
a
murder.
be
sions, killing
certain hour upon a certain day.
day at Santa liita.
standing about, there began the in- say it only that you may understand
G.
Nothing short of an endeavor to
Those present at the meeting Saturwas a big crowd that James D. creasingly sympathetic
It
interchange the situation."
life or inflict great bodily
day were W. ?. Crawford of El Paso, destroy
In the large group that heard him
Preston, superintendent of the senate between the president and the repreof
life
harm
in
will
the
Kirch-mataking
justify
Dorian Clark of Hurley, Capta'p
who is big brother to sentatives of the great newspaper-readin- were representatives of papers hostile
press
gallery,
cases where an illegal arrest is
of Santa Rita and Eddie Xrt of those
public, which has become a to the administration,
every newspaper man in Washington,
as well
as
Silver City. Ward was made chairman attempted.
institution. There was a friendly. It Is not every day that one
Into
room
the
of
the
Washington
oval
shepherd
.7.
warof
the
to
As
a
sufficiency
secreo the meeting and Crawford
executive office building. They filed swift play of question and answer takes 50 men at once into his intirant, it should appear on its face to
about matters of interest at the mo- mate confidence.
tary. W. H. Janney, superintender- of
Great mischief
an author- In, were introduced by name, shook
the Chino Copper company, was un have duly proceeded from
said "Mr. President!" just ment, and the correspondents began might have been done by a careless or
and
hands,
source.
ized
not
out
It
set
the
need
the
of
resident
animously elected
to see how foreign to Wilson's tem- malevolent use of the
crime with the fullness of an indict- as the visiting school teachers do;
president's
league, and A. H. Woods of El Paso
and habit were the stiffness words. The confidence was not misthen
on
stood
foot
one
first
perament
around,
reason
a
should
but
it
contain
ment,
elected secretary. A schedule
, was
and then on the other, while the rest and formality that had characterized placed. Not one syllable of it was
was adopted calling for 27 gamer. El able indication thereof.
printed.
8. A ministerial officer acting un marched by. And then the president the relations hitherto.
Paso will play three Sunday series at
made a little speech, not a word of That was the conversation, to be
It would be impossible to say how
der
fair
on
issued
its
face,
process
series
home and 'hen one Sunday
from a tribunal or person having which is now remembered, even if it specific, which produced the first clear much of the approval which thus far
abroad each month.
were worth remembering. It was a and exhaustive interpretations of the lias shone upon the president is due
It was agreed that no manager will judicial powers, with apparent juris- chill and solemn occasion, and ques administration's announced policy re- to the
to issue such process, is jusdiction
kindly atmosphere of these
''Gldve-Fittinp;- "
make any effort to secure the services
in obeying it against all irregu- tionable whether the president or his garding thee Chinese loan. Not a word
tified
meetings in the oval room
of a ball player under contract to any
larities and illegalities except his visitors were the more ill at ease. The of it was quoted; hut. every man went at. the White House. President Rooseteam in the league, unless the player own.
president was plainly appalled at the away with an intelligent understand- velt had peculiarly
cordial and
Is released by the manager s'sncd
9.
Where there ia an evidence overwhelming number of men In whom ing of the government's attitude to- confidential relations with a few, to
with.
the ward tho new Chinese republic. And whom he talked without reserve. .Mr.
tending to show such a state of facts he recognized potential critics;
T. W. Battle. A. E. Van Surduro ci
as may bripg the homicide within the visitors generally wondered how they what is more important, every man Taft almost completely neglected the
El Paso and Tom Oxrnan of Hurley
of manslaughter, defendant is ever would he able to establish hu-- l left with an impression of straightforopportunity to explain himself, and
were elected official umpires of the grade
entitled to an instruction on the law man relations with this austere person ward frankness and honest human in- suffered accordingly. Mr. Wilson talks
are famous for their adaptability to
A. LeRoy Bayne of Silver
league.
face to face twice a week with any
of manslaughter and it is fatal error who had handed them that entirely tentions on the part of a
City and A. H. Woods of El Paso to refuse it.
any figure. The models for either
unobjectionable little utterance of ob- man, as eager to be understood as newspaper men who choose to comej
were elected official
seorekeepers
vious platitudes.
they were to understand him.
talks with a freedom almost Roose-veltiaCase.
Liquor
slender or
women are perfect
btringrnt rules were adopted In re
or mat days meeting grew tne
No. 1488. Territory of New Mexico,
In addition to this and the
"Frost!" was the general comment
jut
of
gard to wrangling in the ball field. The Appel'te, vs. Agostino Ricordati, Ap Both
gathering of the corres- same was true also of both Roosevelt
images the styles you are taking
parties to the meeting left it
umpire will be in full charge of the
pondents at the White House. At 10 and Taft he speaks with unreserving
from district court of with a sense of complete futility.
Appeal
pellant
from
the fashion plates for your new
field and will have the power 'o fine
a. m. on Monday and at 3 p. m. on candor with
Bernalillo county.
any who seek him for
A week later, they tried it again,
plavrra lor misconduct and banish
a
the
president sets aside
The indictment in this case, charg In a different way. This time, the Thursday
evening gowns and winter
personal conference.
tli ( in from the park.
ed1 that the Cth
with the
And every man who sees him either
day of September, meeting was held iu the arid and spa clear hour for conference
dresses. We would like to have you
The winner of the league schedule was the
newspaper men. The morning hour way gets the same impression, of
day) of a general election In cious
room
of
the
in
East
eag
elegance
will be presented with a large penis for the afternoon papers, the after- erness to be
one of these
the territory of New Mexico held
before you
understood, of directness
the White House, where processions
nant and will have the honor of llylua
noon hour Is for the morning papers ; and
the act of congress and proclam-atio- of
of intentions, and of de
simplicity
inflict
the
visitors
upon
the flag over their grandstand du.'!n
purchase. Let us help you select
hut men have found that they need to sire to know and to do the
of the governor of the territory chief
magistrate of the nation that
thing that
the next season.
attend
the
for
stimulus
both,
of New Mexico for delegates to the
and
genthe model best suited to your figure
shall be of the greatest good to the
perennial nuisance of the "Great Ameral information of it. Usually the people of the country.
constitutional convention, that the erican
home
then
and
go
Handshake",
lines model counts more than you
PILES CURED IN t TO 14 DAYS. defendant sold liquor on the said
to Dowgaiac to tell their progeny and number of the president's "conferees"
Your druggist will refund money election day.
runs as high as 50 men. There is one
know.
neighbors that "I shook hands with
it PAZO OINTMENT lalls to cure
Take Plenty of Time to Eat
The second count of the indict- the
woman, too, of standing as regular and
president!"
mere is a saying that "rapid eatany case ot Itching, Blind, Bleeding ment charged that the defendant did
interest as evident as any man.
In solemn single file they parade
or Protrdlng Piles In 6 to 14 days on the said
ing is slow suicide." If you have
It took a few meetings for the partici- formed
day refuse to close his
the habit of eating too rapid
basennent corridors and up
the
through
fini
of
to
business within the hours
themselves.
pants
It is no ly you are most
place
Las Veurta'LoadirtiStoro
likely suffering from
the
stairs
of vigilant police- small
lines
past
provided by statute.
thing for one man to stand up indigestion or constipation, which
room.
to
men
the
East
There
4
they
A demurrer was interposed raising
over against 50, and have questions wijl result eventually in serious illand wait fired at him about all
the question that the indictment did formed in a wide
the things ness unless corrected. Digestion beNEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
not charge an offense because the ed. Presently the big double doors the president has in hand; to recog- gins in the mouth. Food should be
EstdUwliod
South Sic
thoroughly masticated and insalivatand the president entered, ac- nize
day upon which the said election was opened,
which questions may ed. Then when you have a fullness
instantly
held was not a day of a general elec- companied by Secretary Tumulty, a be answered, which skillfully evaded, of the stomach or feel dull and
stupid
and two or three secret
Kama Fe, N. M., June 2. The fol tion within the
which bluntly turned down. Some after eating, take one of Chamber-Iain'- s for kidney and hladder ailments and
meaning of the stat- stenographer,
Shake Off Your Rheumatism
i'. vinr
decisions were handed iltisj ute. This demurrer was
The
service bodyguards.
Tablets. Many severe cases of irregularities.
president things that one would like to
do not contain
Now ds the time to get rid of your
overruled,
They
of stomach
ask
trouble and constipation have habit forming drugs. Try them. O. rheumatism.
Saturday by the supreme court:
but subsequently by stipulation of the smiled he has a winning smile, which the president map not be answered at Deen
cent
Try a twenty-fivcured by the use of these tab- G. Schaefer
and Red Coss Drug Store. bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and
Quiet Title Case.
district attorney and counsel for ap- "helped some" bowed a bit stiffly, all.
lets. They are easy to take and most
see how quickly your rheumatic pains
J. R. Daughtry, Appellee, vs. Clara pellee, the order
and stood in the center of the
Twice every week, Mr. AVilson
overruling the deis agreeable in effect. Sold by all
disappear. Sold by all dealers.
15 feet from the nearest of
No. 150G. murrer was set aside and a
Marry, et a!., ppeltants.
maybe
When the baby Is suffering the dou
confronted by that never-endinpro for
probThe plaintiff, Daughtry, brought ma
ble affliction of hot weather and bow
judgment entered sustaining the the visitors. Then he made another lem: "Is one under obligation to tell
this action in the district court to demurrer
in which the
el disorders, the remedy needed is
Can't Keep it Secret
the truth in answer to a question that
from, which judgment the speech about the way
No person need hesitate to take Fo- McGEE'S
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces
The
in the busi
quiet title to lots nine and ten in territory
could
work, of Chamberlain's
corespondents
help
appealed.
not to be asked?" And what of ley Kidney Pills on the ground that the feverish condition, corrects the Tabletssplendid
ought
is daily becoming more' wideblock one, Russell addition to Tucum-cari- ,
ness of government.
know
not
is
what
in
they
them.
stomach
that
kind
Syllabus.
Foley
of question that cannot be &
and checks looseness of the ly known. No such grand iremedy for
N. M.., against the appellants,
Co. guarantee them to be a
An election which is general with
It was a good enough speech; heard answered at all without
pure bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle. stomach and liver troubles has ever
disclosing af- curative medicine, specially nrenared Sold
Ciara Murry and Sarah Jane Murry, in the
by Central Drug Co.
been known.
meaning of the term "general with entire sympathy and good will firmatively or
asserting a fee simple title based up- election," as used in Sec. 4138, C. L. hut the ice was thicker, if possible, that should not negatively something
at.
be disclosed
that
on a tax certificate acquired by him
The sur- - particular time? " '
1897, is one that is held throughout than it was the other time.
at a tax sale of the property in ques- the entire state or
sort.
roundingS were of the
territory.
"They ask very ingenious questions,
tion, and a lax deed subsequently proThe election pf September 6, 1910, Then there was more hand shaking
the president said to some one the
cured by him after the expiration of was a
general election within the some of the visitors had not been other day, In speaking of his experi
the period of redemption. .
meaning of the term "general elec present on the former occasion. Most ence with the
correspondents. But
Syllabus.
tion," as used in Sec. 4138, Com- of those who had, slipped out, and he is a
pretty fair match for the best
It i impracticable lor the assessor piled Laws of 1SD7.
went away, resolving to come no more of them, and if he does not.
enjoy the
to obtain the name of the real owner
Filed for Water Rights.
KM.) Ortuss DRUG CO.
unless upon a concrete errand.
o. G. SCHAEFER.
he at least gives a good
experience
of a tract of land, from the official
M. B. Foreman
of Carrizozo, has
g
was in pro- imitation of it.
the
While
county records, as available for his field with the state engineer applicaone or two of the men who
They march in and stand about his
inspection, and, in the absence of tion for water rights to use flood wat- gress,
'
1
what an opportunity was be- desk. If anything, he is the more at ii,
realized
'
,
fraud, an assessment against un- ers from the Bar W draw in Nogal
CAPITAL PAID IN
irv.
to
where Mr. ease. He stands behind his chair, with '1
SURPLUS
.
I
ing wasted, crossed over
known owners ij uji K valid, because canyon, to
8
acres.
about
irrigate
Tumulty was standing in the doorway, his hands on its back, or sometimes
of the fact that rhit assessor might
New Companies Incorporated.
and to him declared themselves. They m nis pocKets. usually tnere is a mo
have ascertain the name of the
The following companies have filed were in the midst of this as the
presi- ment's constrained silence.
The pres-iedreal owner from the records of con- aricles of
incorporation with the coris often the first to speak.
veyances in the office of the county poration commission : The Hondo dent was going by them back to his
"Good morning, gentlemen. What is
recorder, In those cases where the Valley Fruit company, to be located office.
"Governor! ' Tumulty called.
the state of the nation?"
owner has fai'ied to list his property at
Capitau, with John F. Norton as recently has he abandoned the TrenThen somebody a;jks a
for taxation.
J. M. Cunningham. President
question.
D. T. Hoskins,
agent. Capital stock $30,000, at $1 ton title. The
Cashibr.
he gets ai plain answer.
stopped.
president
It must he presumed, in the abGenerally
Frank Springer,
B. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash
per share; $2,000 paid in. The stockmen
these
are
"Governor,
Sometimes
it
is:
like
to
"I would
sence of a showing to the contrary, holders are: W. A.
roasting
tell
Dunn, 1,998 shares,
you that, but matters are at such a
that the assesor did his duty, and Leora Jones, one share, . A. Hanny, you."
The president came over to the point that I think ft would not be
that the assessor did his duty, and one share, all residing in Roswell.
anxious interest wise." Or, perhaps:
group, keen, even
as he made the asthat
The other company incorporated
On.
showing in every line of his face. All
sessment to unknown owners. It was is the
"That is a thing jwhich congress
Abstract company, of
Fidelity
impracticable to obtain the real own Clayton, with D. A. Paddock as agent. who participated know now that Mr. must decide, I must iot encroach upWilson appreciated at that moment on the prerogatives of the senate. You
er's name.
Capital stock $3,000, with $2,000 paid
as fully aa any of the others that will have to get that information from
Murder Case.
120
divided
the
into
stock
in,
being
district shares at $2 each. The stockholders something was wrong; that the situa- the house of representatives,"
No. 1)00. Appeal from
or
ft
tion was somehow critical.
court of Chaves county.
something like that.
and the number of shares held by
"What is it, gentlemen?"
Sometimes there is a bit of story,
Territory pf New Mfico, appellee, each are. Fred L. Van Peld, 4, N. V.
One
of
more
the
the
of
to the point, like this:
vf. .' ni- - O. Lynch, appellant.
outspoken
always
A.
D.
Paddock IS,
Paddock CO, al'i re
The appellant was Indicted by a siding at Clayton.
group stated It:
"I have to leave that to congress.
STOCK
00
LTiin.i jury for tha murder at the
"Mr. President, we realize the im- You know what Artemus Ward said:
one
of
In
said
county,
portance of what you have said to 'Whenever I see a snake's hole, I let
city of Roswell,
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Office Wih (he San Miguel National Bank
us. We want to help you, cs you have It alone. I keep saying to myself:
Roy Woofter, and thereafter on
Diarrhoea Remedy
Every family without exception asked us to. But we cannot do it, un- 'That's the snake's hole.' "
changa pf venue was tried and
victed, of murder in the. first degree should keep this preparation at hand less we can get to know you; unless
If you have any doubt that the presiWm. Q. HAYDON
during the hot weather of the sum- we can talk with
in the district court sitting In and mer
President
face ami dent overlooks anything, consider this:
you face-tmonths. Chamberlain's Colic,
H. W. KELLY
from
He
for Eddy county.
appealed
We ivant to ask you ques- The other day, as the correspondents
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
Vice President
said judgment and sentence.
worth, many times its cost when need tions, which you will answer or not were leaving, he said: "I heard today
D. T. HOSKINS
Treasurer
ed and is almost certain to be needed as
Syllabus.
We know
that there were published rumors
you think wise.
l. In the superintendence of the before the summer is over. It has no
if
Is your' time, but we think
about my position about
Is
for the purposes for which it
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
tie Jury, ft superior
process of
Is intended. Buy it now. For sale by Important that we should know join that true?"
con
is
'large- discretion
to interpret to ti e
necessarily
Some one admitted that it was, and
all dealers.
mind, in
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ity, be the greatest international rifle
ever held.
and pistol tournament
Teams have already heeu entered by
Switzerland, Mexico, Chile, Sweden.
Cuba, Canada, Italy France and the
various states of the Union for the
matches, to be held at Camp Perry,
The Amateur AthOhio, August
letic union will send an athletic team
to Australia in December and the
Giants and White Sox plan to tour
CRAZE the world, playing exhibition games SAN

HORTICULTURE

ABE

ATHLETICS

HAKE SPLENDID

CROWDING OUT

15-3-
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ZENITH OF THE SPORT
WILL NOT BE REACHED UNTIL 1933, IS PREDICTED.

New York, June 2. In a recent discussion regard'ng the development and
future of eport, both amateur and
professional, a prominent athletic
authority stated that in his opinion
the zenith of popularity would not be
reached for another twenty years. If
this idea proves correct it would appear that when 1933 is reached the
joker's axiom, "If business interferes
with sport, cut out business," will of
necessity have to be enforced.
Every year finds the schedule
of sport increasing in number and
importance. Time was when an international meet of any type was a
nine-dawonder in the world of sport.
Today such competitions attract little attention beyond the circle of devotees of a particular pastime, excepting always contests of the type
of pool and yacht cup matches.
Teams representing various countries
are constantly traveling thousands of
miles to test skill and endurance with
those of other nations. In the United States, college, school and athletic
club combinations cross the continent
so frequently that such trips no longer arouse more than passing interest.
The increasing circumference of
sport's domain is proved, however, by
these invasions of foreign territory,
either national or international, and
in this respect the present year, although but a third icompleted, already has wrested the record from the
past. For months the meets and dates
have been piling up until almost every form of athletic competition is
represented In the list to date.
Although the international tennis
and polo play is at this time the uppermost in the mind of the average
there are a
American sportsman,
score or more of events of somewhat
similar type which are not attracting
attention beyond the circles of their
This very lack of
own followers.
attests the
publicity.
widespread
length and breadth of the present situation in sport. As an illustration of
the activity planned or in operation
at this writing it Is only necessary
to mention a few of the leading
features carded for 1913.
Several American golfers have just
completed play in the Ilnglish amateur championship, and British players are expected to return the compliment by competing in the United
States title events in September. The
Australian cricket team is en route
to this country for a series of
matches both in the spates and Canada. The baseball team of the Chinese college of Hawaii is at present
giving battle to our various university teams. Sailors of the Sonder
boat type are looking forward to the
races to be sailed between three
American and three German racing
craft of this type off Marblebead,
Mass., early, in September. Members
of the American Canoe association
are elated at the prospect of great
sport In the races to be sailed for the
New York Canoe club International
challenge cup between the tiny craft
o? the Gananoque C. M. B. C. of Canada and a trophy defender yet to be
selected.
The United States National Rifle
association has completed arrangements for what will, in all probabil
y

i

l"

between the 1913 and 1914 baseball
seasons. The, Maryland Agricultural
college football team will invade
Cuba during Christmas week for three
games with Cuban coi'iege and amateur teams.
In the national field, the University
of California has sent .ten of her best
athletes east to compete Mn the intercollegiate games at Cambridge and
the western conference meet a week
later. The week of athletic carnival
at Chicago this summer will attract
teams from all parts of the country
and possibly from abroad. The Uniits
versity of Washington entered
Seattle
crew
from
eight-oare'varsity
to compete in the intercollegiate regatta at Poughkeepsie. What the
next few months will develop in the
even
way of further competition not
a prophet would care to predict.
At this period of the year when
college sport is at the height of its
no
rwing, the 'varsity colors play
Almeets.
various
in
the
small part
most every university combination
has some interesting history attached
to its adoption, and in this respect
the Red and Blue of Pennsylvania is
not the least. According to the University Recorder, G. E. Nitzsche, red
and blue came to be adopted as Pennmansylvania colors in the following
ner:
In the summer of 1875 a track meet
was held by the citizens of Saratoga
in connection with the annual boat
races. Pennsylvania had, up until
this time, never entered intercollegiate track competition, but that year
sent a lone representative, PL L. Gey-eli'77, the present president of the
Pennsylvania Athletic association.
Numbers were not attached to the
competitors at that time, but instead
the athletes ran under different colors. Geyelin was asked what colors
he was running under, and when he
said that he had no colors, he was
have to select
told that he would
some. It happened that he was wearing a red and blue striped cap at the
time, and so he selected those colors.
This was the first time "Red and
Blue" was worn in public as colors
of the university in an intercollegiate
contest.
In an endeavor to improve the general standard of English field athletics before the next Olympic games,
the Field Events association has
evolved the plan of awarding meda'is
to all British athletes who equal or
exceed certain set standards during
the season of 1913. The medals can
be worn at any time and at any meet,
thereby different from the standard
medals given by the Amateur Athletic
association, which "are only granted
to competitors in a championship
meet. For the first year the standards have been made moderate, comparing favorably with American
marks, and being as follows:
Running broad jump, 20 feet; hop,
step and jump, 43 feet; standing
broad Jump, 9 feet 6 Inches; running
high jump, 5 feet 8 Inches; standing
high Jump, 4 feet 6 inches; pole
vault, 10 feet 6 inches; javelin throw,
3Q feet; discus, 150 feet; shotput, 38
feet; hammer throw, 130 feet; cricket
ba'il throw, 110 yards.
d

inter-scholast-
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Qualities, or the certaintvof results.or
tne Duntv. or the uniiormitv. or the
economy, inai is rapidly maxing
Calumet the most popular Baking
Powder. It is the perfect combination
of all of these things.
You need only to use Calumet
once to make you a
i constant user. Ask
your grocer today
test it in your next
Insist on
baking.
Calumet.
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You don 't save money when uou b'iu cheat) or big-ca- n
baking powder.
Don 'I be mislead. Buy Calumet. It '$ more economical more wholesome
Calumet
is
soda.
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fat superior sour mdk and
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the world. Holland, as I have men-- !
tinned, will be well represented, and
the efforts now being exercised in
other parts of Europe bespeak many
wonderful exhibits from France and

i

TARIFF

EFFECT

j

ALREADY

IS

England particularly.
"The trophy cup valued at $1,000 offered by the exposition to the creator
of the finest unnamed rose shown In
1915 has interested rose originators
all over the world, and already some
FRANCISCO
WORLD'S FAIR of the greatest
cultivators in the j THREE OTHER UNCERTAINTIES,
PREPARES A MOST INTERESTIHOWEVER, ARE AFFECTING
great rose countries are preparing
THE MARKET,
j
NG DEPARTMENT
wonderful contributions.
the
exhibits
unique
arrang"Among
New York, June 2. Theii are four
San Francisco. June 2. "The liv ed for, in addition to those of general
est exhibit that has ever been made at interest, are those showing the olive very important uncertainties, (1) the
any exposition" is the brief description from its growth, through its process- tariff question, (2) the currency probgiven to the horticultural display in es to the market, and an equipped or lem, (3) the monetary situation and
the Panama. Pacific International ex ange house with, possibly, a practical,' (4) the crop outlook, and until these
position, by Mr. George A. Dennison, fruit canning establishment in opera-- begin to clear there Is 'little chance
whose appointment as chief of the de- tion throughout the period of the ex- for any substantial Improvement in
the stock market In addition to these
partment of agriculture for the exposi- position."
uncertainties there are several other
tion has just been announced by Pres
problems also of a restraining nature,
ident Charles C. Moore of the univer
TONS OF ROOTS AND HERBS
sal exposition of 1915.
Are used annually in the manufac- such as the pressure of new Issues,
wide
Dennison
has had
Mr.
experi ture of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable the attitude of the government toence in his new field. For many years Compound, which is known from wards the railroads, the Union and
Southern Pacific
dissolution plane
he was associated with the old Cali ocean to ocean as the standard remthe
and
continued
warlike disturban
Ills.
female
stae
of
board
orga edy for
fornia
trade,
For nearly forty years this famous ances in southeastern Europe.
nization devotel to the upbuilding of
So far as the tariff is concerned,
the agricultural and horticultural In- root and herb medicine has been prewould seem as If this had been
terests of the state, where he distin- eminently successful In controlling it
discounted. The worst possible
amply
guished himself in valuable services the diseases of women. Merit alone was known
several weeks ago, and
subseof
stood
time.
test
was
this
could
have
to that organization. He
the chances now are that the exCalifornia
the
of
secretary
quently
treme or most injurious cuts will be
A substitute medicine is never for
commission at the St. Louis exposition
be modified in the senate, and that no
the
Never
of
benefit
the
buyer.
the
at
commission
state
and of the
to buy anything but Foley's serious harm will be done to any imPortland and Seattle expositions. At persuaded
Honev and Tar Compound for coughs portant industry. The
proportion of
the
Seattle, he was also secretary of
and colds, for children or for grown
be small
damage would
certainly
association
Is
and
commissioners
effective.
It
prompt
Executive
persons.
with
the
nation's
compared
aggregate
comes
a
ft
wltn
in
yellow nackage.
He has also served with great dis
beehive nn carton. It contains no industries, and it must not be forgottinction on several international Juopiates. Take no substitute for Fo ten that lower tariff rates will have
ries on horticulture at previous ex- ley's Honey and Tar Compound. O.
compensating advantages in other diDrug rections. As soon as the bill is
positions, and his experience in the G. Sehaefer and Red Cross
exposition world will be invaluable to Store.
passed there will probably be a rush
the Panama Pacific exposition. In
of orders, both domestic and foreign,
CANADA
PRESBYTERIANS
OF
suchis present position Mf? Dennison
to fill the gap in merchandise stocks
Toronto, Ont, June 2. A large proceeds Mr. George C. Roeding of Frescaused by the hesitation of the last
deleseveral
of
thousand
the
no, who was compelled to relinquish portion
visitors to the fortieth gen seven months.
his duties through the pressure of gates and
So far as the currency problem is
eral assembly of the Presbyterian
other business.
concerned, the outlook is fairly enarrivIn
have
Canada
Churcji
already
In a statement made in the course
The outlines of new leged in town. There is practically a full couraging.
of an interview, Mr. Dennison has
are
islation
believed to provide for a
commisministerial
of
the
attendance
expressed his assurance 'hat the 1915
central
reserve, for an elasregional
as sioners, and the arrivals late tonight tic
exhibit will be a recoi
for
currency,
government repretomorrow morning are
he is assisted by exhibits conducted and early
sentation In the board and for
to
make
the
up
complement.
under the various floral associations
commercial paper as well
The representation of elders is also
from all over the world who have
as other features. There is a fair
large, and includes many distinguished chance of such a bill
promised
being passed
men prominent in former assemblies.
'The aim of the department of hor
the house as a party measure.
by
Western Canada, in particular, prom
Some doubt exists as to the senate,
ticulture," said Mr. Dennison, "is to
ises to be unusually well represented which
which
advancement
present the great
may or may not delay the pasthis year.
has been made in the past few years at the sessions
sage of a bill until next winter. Mr.
With the meetings of several stand
Wlilson, however, is known to be
by every branch of the horticultural
committees and conferences of the anxious for
iug
as
the
is
known
what
From
prompt action during this
industry.
land movement, the missionary and other bodies of the session of congress, if a, satisfactory
reat
the assembly began to bill can be enacted. The
creation of fine country estates and church today
greatest
under way, though the formal
get
scientific
of
application
advance
the
danger Is that some unsound ideas,
not take place until such as
does
o horticultural pursuits, there has ris opening
government control of the
The assembly central reserve
evening.
Wednesday
orchard
en an insistent demand for
bank, government Iswill open in Knox church, but it will sue of notes or
alof deposits
and
guarantee
the
of
merit,
highest
products
to Massey hall may be attempted by an Influential
so for a more comprehensive applica immediately adjourn
in order that accommodations may
minority, which are infected with abtion and a more intelligent treatment!
be
provided for all the visitors. The surd financial theories rmt accepted
of ornamental trees and shrubs. The
first Important business on the assem- by any other civilized nation,
making beautiful of a practical thing
bly program will be the selection of a
So far as the monetary situation
over
the
is a great influence spreading
moderator. The name most promin- is concerned, the outlook is more satarchitecture,
Land
scape
country.
mentioned in connection with the isfactory, though one of caution. The
which will be ably represented by ex- ently
honor is that of the Rev. Dr. Mur- home and foreign credit situations
In
architects
hibits from the leading
doch McKenzie, for many years for- have not yet emerged from the conAmerica, goes hand in hand with plant
eign missionary to Konan, China. The dition of excessive etraln brought on
origination. Indeed plant origination,
has not had a for- by prolonged trade activity and the
a scientific undertaking, has develop- general assembly
moderator since Balkan war. Nevertheless, the good
for
missionary
eign
ed into a regular occupation. Where
1894. '
effects are already being seen of the
plant breeding was once a mystery,
which has
policy of retrenchment
we now have associations and plant
followed in Europe
been
persistently
breeding stations; all over the country.
and the United States for the pas
The product of the workers along this Spring Time Is
month or six weeks. Reserves are
line, meeting a great requirement and
B!cod
Tims
beginning, to rise at home
already
Cleaning
giving the world a creation that fuland abroad as a result of this policy.
I
fills the demands of a necessity,
Wonderful How Quickly Your Entira System In other words, the curative process
shall endeavor to include in the ex
Awakens When the Biood is Cleansed.
j is
quietly progressing, but the outhibit.
come is not yet fully known. It re"Among the unusual exhibits to be
mains to be seen if the liquidation
made In the exposition will be the
and retrenchment recently . enforced
most magnificent display of orchids
will expose any unexpectedly weak
ever brought together. This will be
spots. Moreover, it is known that
a complete collection of all the varieour banks are not yet in position to
ties found in the Philippines, and will
finance
large crops and increased
be made by F. W. Taylor, director in
trade activity combined next autumn.
chief of the Philippine commission.
The pressure of new capital applicaThere will be between 400 and 500 va
tions has been enormous the world
rieties, botanlcaliy classified especial
and the comparative failure of
over,
Let S. S. N Rid Yon of All lllood
ly for the information of the collector
Disorders.
recent issues and the high returns
but arranged so that their beauty may If you are down with rheumatism; demanded have checked the demand
if you sneeze, feel chilled, are choked for new
be enjoyed by all visitors.
capital. New issues in this
with catarrh, have a coush, or your
"The exposition has received assur- skin
with
Is pimpled and irritated
market during May are expected to
ance of
from a number rash, eczema, or any other blood dis- reach about $10,000,000, against about
Just remember that almost all
of the most prominent horticulturists order,
the Ills of lite come lrom impure ? 180,000,000 a year ago, and a number
And you can easily give your of
in the United States. There will be blood.
urgent issues have been delayed
a pood, thorough cleansing, a
in the
a comprehensive exhibit of the re- blood
bath, by using S. S. S. There Is no until easier conditions prevail
markable results in the improvement need for anyone to be despondent over money market.
No
the illness of blood impurities.
k
of fruit varieties by Mr. Luther
So far as the crop outlook is conmatter how badly they attack the sysand Mr. Albert Etter and the tem, or how unsightly becomes the cerned, this is eminently satisfacremember there is one
unique results of Mr. Carl Purdy's skin, justin S. S. S. that so stimulates tory. It is the one bright and susflora.
wild
the
domestication of
the cellular tissues throughout the taining feature in a generally unsatisbody that each part selects its own
"While Holland will be represented essential
factory situation. Another good harnutriment from the blood.
in the world's fair with a wonderful
This means that all decay, all break-in1- ? vest will do wonders toward general
down of the tissues, is cheeked and
disuplay of bulbs, which Is promised ri'pair work begins. S. S. S. has such recuperation. There has been abundto outdo any previous exposition dis- a specific influence on all local cells as ant rain in nearly all sections of the
to preserve their mutual welfare and
and nearly all
play in the world, other equally enthu- afford
a proper relative assistance to country this spring,
siastic bulb growers of gladiolls, Ber- each other. More attention is being the crops start well equipped to face
to constructive medicine than
or other vicissitudes during
muda lilies, roses, delphlnums and sriven
aver befors and S. S. S. is the highest drouth
rhododendrons will be sup'uously achievement in this line. For many the remainder of the growing season.
relied upon mercury, The
people
harvest, however, Is' still about
represented in the exhibits, and Ha years
iodide of potash, arsenic, "physics,''
waii has prepared for a magnificent cathartics ami "dope" as remedies for three months distant, and it would be
but now the pure,
collection of over two hundred varie blood sickness,
premature to bank too confidently
S. S. S. is their safeguard.
vegetable
ties of hibiscus and tree ferns. These
You can get S. S. S. In any drug upon the outcome.
upon having it. And
The dilemma of American railroads
are but a few of the many interesting store, but insist
you should taketo no chance by per- is still one that
ar
subrequires serious con
exhibits
a
recommend
floral
and
already
nursery
mitting anyone
And If your blood condition
are not
railroads
Our
stitute
sideration.
ranged for. There are numerous
conis such that you would like to
of
hands
from
fair
the
confidenand
play
freely
getting
sult a specialist
equally as beautiful, promised.
In
address the Medical Dept., The the government.
An
enormous
tially
for
supand
"Suggestions
promises
1ST
Swift" Specific Company,
Swift
crease of expenses has been forced
port are coming In dally from all over Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
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oth-ers-

upon them by the demands of labor,
but the heavy hand of the interstate
commerce commission prevents them
from securing the
compensation
which other industries have secured
by passing on the burden to the buyer. The strong roads will be able
to pull through emergencies, although
their financial status has been somewhat weakened; but the $ituation for
some of the Weaker roads St. Louis
and San Francisco, for example will
be really grave unless relief is forthThe Union Pacific dissolucoming.
tion la still an important element of
uncertainty in the market, and no recovery in the securities thus affected
can be looked for until a solution is
In sight.
For the reasons mentioned above,
buyers are holding off. There Is a
quiet absorption of the better class
of bonds, many of which, are now
attractive
selling at exceedingly
prices to conservative investors. The
approach of the noil 'ays also tended
to restrict stock market operations.
As soon as the tariff and currency
questions are settled, we may look
forward to a revival of activity, both
In trade and on the stock exchange,
and later on if the harvest fulfills
present expectations and easier money develops the recovery will be still
more pronounced and the present
wave of gloom will disappear.
HENRY CLEWS.

CALENDAR

f

OF SPORTS
THE WEEK

FOR

Monday.

Championship tournament Women's Metropolitan Golf association
opens at Nassau Country ciub.
tournament
British
Championship
Women's Golf association opens at
St. Annes-on-SeOpening of annual tournament of
Bryn Mawr Polo club, Bryn Mawr, Pa
Opening pf the annual Winnipeg
Horse show, Winnipeg, Man.

Tuesday.
American league championship flag
day at Boston.
Opening of annual shooting tournament of Maryland State Sportsmen's
association at Baltimore.
spring race
Opening of annual
meeting of the Montreal Jockey
club, Montreal.
Annual bench show of Ladies' Kennel Association of America, Mineoia,

FOISTS

TO SUPFLi

water foii cihe:;
GOVERNMENT
WILLING
TO
OPERATE WITH COMMUNITIES MHEREVER POSSIBLE.

CO--

Secretary Houston has just approved an agreement between the department of agriculture and the town
of Stafford, Ariz., by which the forest service and the town will
to conserve Saf ford's water supply, which comes principally from
the Crook national forest.
This is the latest one of many eucU
agreements. According to the figuroa
of the forset service there are nearly
in the wctt
1,200 cities and towns
which derive their water supply frors
lands within the national forests.
Where these cities desire, it the government joins hands with the citizens for the purpose of maintaining a
permanent and pure water supply.
Stock raising, for example, or any
other occupancy of the land, which
would
be encouraged,
ordinarily
would be inadvisable on a watershed
which forms a source of drinking
water. The forest service recognizes
that water Is as necessary a commodity for wooded hillsides to supply as
are sawlogs or mine props. A watershed area may offer an opportunity
to furnish the greatest benefit to tho
largest number through supplying an
unpolluted source of water for domes
tic purposes.
Contracts like that just made with
Safford are now la force with Cascade, Colorado Springs, Durango, and
Manitou In Colorado;, Salt Lake la
Utah; and Baker City and The Dalles,
Oregon. The famous Buii Run watershed, which supplies Portland, Ore.,
is on the Oregon national forest.
The
agreement in each
case provides that the land may not
be used without approval by the
town, except for the protection and1
care of the forests. The government
agrees to extend and improve the
forests by seeding, planting, and forest management, so far as the funds
for that purpose are available. Tho
city, for its part, assists by paying
the salaries of the additional guards
necessary to carry out the agreement,
and contracts to bear the greater part
of Jhe cost of any improvement work
which it considers immediately desirable.

L. I.

The Brilliant Stars of June
the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Thursday. Compound is. at all times the "Star"
Opening of spring meeting of Pip- medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
A cold in June is as
ing Rock Racing association at Lo whooping cough.
Into bronchitis or pneuto
apt
develop
cust Valley, L. I.
monia as at any other timet but not if
Opening of annual state shoot of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
New Jersey Sportsmen's association taken. O. G. Sehaefer and Red Cress
Drug Store.
at Red Bank, N. J.
South
of
shoot
state
of
Opening
WEDDING IN VANCOUVER
association at
Dakota Sportsmen'sB. C, June 2. Christ
Vancouver,
D.
S.
Millbank,
Abe Attell vs. Matty McCue, 10 church in this city was the scene of
aa notable wedding today, the bride
rounds, at Kenosha, Wis.
Miss Geraldine Pipon, daughter
New
of
tournament
being
Championship
of Major General Pipon, C. B., resiJersey State Golf association opens
dent governor of the Tower of Lonat Baltusrol Coif club.
don, and now a resident of Vancouver.
Friday-Davicup preliminary matches beWhen you feel lazy, out of sorts and
tween tennis teams of Australia and
a good deal of the daytime, you
the United States begin in New York yawn
can charge it to a torpid, liver which
City.
has allowed the system to get full of
Annual bench show of Lancaster impurities. HERBINE cures all dis
orders produced by an Inactive liver.
Kennel c'lub, Lancaster, Pa.
Western conference intercollegiate It strengthens that or.gan, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
athletic championships at Madison,
ood healthy condition. Price 50c.
Wis.
?old by Central Drug Co.
Annual track and field champion-- j
AUSTIN, PA., FLOOD TRIALS
ships of Southern A. A. U. at BirWellsboro, Pa., June 2. The crimmingham, Ala.
inal charges of Involuntary manSaturday.
Western conference Intercollegiate slaughter growing out of the breaking
athletic championships at Madison, of the dam at Austin, Pa., September
Wis.
30, 1911, which resulted in a loss of
Start of motor boat race from Phil 80 lives and practically obliterated Ausadelphia to Bermuda.
tin, a village of three thousand
were moved for trial here toOpening of the season of the Na
tional Lacross Union of Canada.
day.
National lnterscholastic track and
field championships at Travers IsNo Substitute Could do This
No inferior substitute but only the
land, N. T.
"Wildcat" Ferns vs. Patty McTn- - genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of his
tyre, 10 rounds, at Winnipeg.
kidney trouble. He says: "I was
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
by local applications, as they cannot work and
I am now entirely rid of
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
trouble." O. G. Sehaefer and
There is only one way to cure deaf kidney
Red Vross Drug Store.
ness, and that is by constitutional
Deafness is caused by an
remedies.
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford.
iniiameci condition oi inn ummra lin
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
this tube is inflamed you have a run across my back, with a burning an 1
ning sound or Imperfect hearing, and scaldinsr feeling. I took Foley Kidney
when it is entirely closed, deafness Is Pills as advised, with results certain
the result, and unless the Inflamma- and sure. I felt toned up andin'v uY
tion enn be taken out and this tube ated. I recommend Foley Kidney
restored to its normal condition, henr-in- Pills." For backache, rheiiinat'sin,
will be destroyed forever; nine lumbago, and all kidney and Madder
ailments, use Foley Kidney X'UU. O.
ases out of ten are caused by
which is nothing but an inflam- (I. Sehaefer and Red Cross !rn?
ed condition of the mucous surfaces Store.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
Slings or bites of inseelfl
a,
by followed by swellings, pMn or ,1 '
catarrh) that cannot bo cured
,
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu should be treated promnisv, ;
are poisonous.
RA1J Rli
lars, free.
Wednesday.

Annual renewal of the Derby
Epsom Downs, England.

at

By

per-san-

g

tb-i-

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio, LINIMENT counteract i'.cs
ia both antiseptic and h i"
Sold by Druggists, 7rc.
Take Hall's Family rills for const!- 23c, r.0a and $L00 jcr to
' pation.
by Central Tmg Co.

j
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HORSE SHOW IN WINNIPEG
WEDS RICH FRENCHMAN
It is in war as it is- in industry,
intellimore
for
Man., June 2. Neither in
calls
London, June 2. The marriage, of
Winnipeg,
machinery only
ESTABLISHED 1S79
gence on the part of the rank anrt file. number nor class has the entry list of Miss Frances Scoville, a beautiful
o
the ninth annual Winnipeg Horse American girl, and Walter De Mumm,
show, which had its formal opening of the French family of champagne
TO INVESTIGATE JAPS
Published By
Are the Japs located in the Pecos today, been equaled In the history of fame, took place quietly today at St.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
valley here for individual purposes, or the association's yearly exhibitions. George's church, Hanover Square'.
(Incorporated.)
eauines There were no attendants and the onare they maintained here for a gov Seven hundred
ernmental purpose? They are quiet are entered in the show this year. In- ly persons present were the relatives
EDITOR enough, making good citizens,
and cluded in the lot are the finest show and a few) Intimate friends of the conM. M. PADGETT
seemingly are establishing a home for horses of the entire west. Some of tracting parties.
The bride Is the daughter of Court-enethemselves, says the Roswell News. the most, prominent stables of eastLocal army men, however, whether ern Canada, also, are represented,
K. Scoville, a banker of Seneca,
working- undeV instructions of the and some spirited competitions for the Kan. After her graduation in her nawar department or not, is unknown coveted ribbons are expected. The tive town some years ago she came
Entered at the postoffice at East are interesting themselves In the prize list this year includes many no- to England and has since resided here
Las Vegas, New Mexico, tor trans- Sunshine kingdom of the Orient, and table trophies, among them the hand- with her sister, Mrs. Louis Treadwell
mission through the United States want to know the whys and where some silver award of his royal high She is a great sportswoman and Is said
mails as second class matter.
The to be the pnly woman who has ever
'
fores.
ness, the Duke of Connaught.
To do this "spotters" are to be judging of exhibits and award of pric gone down the Crest's Run at St.
es begins tonight and will be continuplaced among them.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
There are some 15 Japanese citizens ed until the show closes at the end of It was at St. Moritz that Miss ScoDally, by Carrier
05
,
ville first met Mr. Mumm! The latter,
Pear Copy
working around Lakewood in the to- the week.
15 mato fields.
The farmers down that
like his bride, is noted for his fondOne week
65 way "
ness for outdoor sports. For a time
One Month
Say they make excellent farmFOR APPROPRIATION REFORM
One Year
ers, especially with the tomatoes.
he was actively interested in aeronauspecial
Washington, June 2. iA
The fact though that Japnn is
tics and in 1910 he visited the United
Dally, by Mall
house met today and
committee
the
of
with
the
some
uneasiness
One Year
States and took part in the internashowing
took up for discussion a variety of
3.00 United States
Six Months
government and scattional balloon race that started from
for changing the form of St. Louis in that
year.
tering their citizens over the United propositions
estimates and
preparing
governmental
war
the
is
States
department
making
STOCK
AND
WEEKLY OPTIC
co
sit up and take notice of what is go- appropriations. The necessity of
ENGINEMEN AND FIREMEN
GROWER
some
in
estimates
the
way
ordinating
on.
June 2. A proposal to
ing
Washington,
-- One Year
is generally admitted, but aa variety of
remove the national headquarters of
Six Months
to
TO HAVE A BRILLIANT WEDDING opinion exists aa to the best plan
the organization from Peoria. HI., to
fa
be
Some
representatives
adopted.
and
2.
white
The
D. C, is one of the imNew York, June
vor a modification of the English Washington,
matters
to be considered and
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- gold ball room of the St. Regis will
portant
while others are open
antions.)
be the scene of an unusually brilliant budget scheme,
acted upon at the twenty-sixtRemit by draft, check or money or. wedding tomorrow night, when Miss ly opposed to the adoption of any nual convention of the Brotherhood
der. If sent otherwise we will not Blanche Lazo, the daughter of Antonio such plan. At present the committee of Locomotive Enginemcn and Fireto do little else than talk over
be responsible for loss.
men, which met here tolay with an
formerly the Guatema- expects
the subject in a general way. Before attendance of several hundred deleSpecimen copies free on applica- lan minister at Washington, will bemade many
tion.
come the bride of John F. Steinman, any change in form can be
gates. The convention will continue
will have to be repealed, for nolaws
Presibridesmaids
in session about four weeks.
of Lancaster, Pa. The
ALL PAPERS, DISCONTINUED AT will be Misses Caroline and Elizaabeth thing is more hedged ahout with sta- dent. Wilson will receive the
delegates
tutes than the method of procedure
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
at the White House next Wednesday.
Steinman, sisters of the bridegroom,
PAID FOR
to be followed in asking for
Franklin
of Lancaster, that has
Miss Caroline
New York and and spending Uncle Sam's money.
RACING LAW UP FOR ARGUMENT
Advertisers are guaranteed the Miss Jean Stewart of
of
Plainfield,
Miss
Gabrielle
McQuaide
Albany, N. Y June 2. The question
largest dally and weekly'circulatlon
the
Miss
the constitutionality of the anti- Carlta
Mehia,
of
Little
CONFERENCE OF STUDENTS
of any newspaper In northern New N. J.
of the minister from San
law prohibiting oral betting
daughter
gambling
Mohonk Lake, N. P., June 2. The
Mexico.
Salvador, will be the flower girl.
conference of the World Students' at race tracks and holding directors
liable for such
TELEPHONES
Christian federation, which met here of racing associations
came
before
for
argument
Up
Main
I
betting
eight-daOFFICE
BUSINESS
session, is the
today for an
court of appeals today. If the conthe
9 NELSON
WINS A
NEWS DEPARTMENT
most
and
gathrepresentative
largest
of the law is upheld the
ering of its kind ever held. The at stitutionality
now making for a revival of
plans
meetexceeds
at
the
that
tendance
will be
MONDAY, JUNE 2, 1913.
HALF VICTORY ings held far
in previous years in London, racing in this state probably
in
left
abeyance.
Versailles, Toklo and Constantinople.
MECHANICAL SOLDIEKS
England, Germany, Russia, Hungary,
STAR
CITY
EDITOR ,,OF KANSAS
NOTICE.
Sweden,
Norway, Finland, China and
IS DISCHARGED FROM CONLa
As a weapon of defense there apJara
The
Hunting and Fishing
Japan are among the countries reprethe
COURT
in
OF
TEMPT
be
to
leased
has
the La Jara and Tip
ciub
possibilities
great
pear
sented by delegates. The new religiare
which
the two northernautomaton invented by a Danish enlakes,
ous influences in China and Japan,
Jefferson City. Mo.. June 2 The
most of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
gineer. Think of an army of cylin
and
the
German theological attitude,
drical soldiers, who, though requiring Missouri supreme court today dis the French attitude since the passage of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
inowner
and
a
R.
little
William
will be allowed to hunt or
Nelson,
no pay and needing only
charged
of the separation act are among the person
this property except mem
fish
nocent oiling now and then in iho way editor of tte Kansas City Star, from
upon
subjects that will be considered by
bers of tho club, and all persons go
of food, are yet capable at a moment's contempt o the Jackson county cir the conference.
notice of firing 400 shot3 effective at cuit court. The de ision of the su
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card In this organizaa range of 3,000 yards. Well might prece court was unanimous.
CONGRATULATE THE POPE
tion. Otherwise they will be arrest
The supreme court held the article
the nation sleep serene In tho sense
Rome, June 2. Today is the seven ed for trespassing.
not only of security, but of economy. published in the Star contemptuous
THE LA JARA HUNTING
birthday of Pope Pius X
It seems to be a solution both of the but ordered Mr. Nelson discharged
of
1835
and
AND FISHING CLUB.
born
He
on
on
soldiers
at
was
the
2,
for
Riese
June
from contempt Bolely
ground
high cost of living
"the crushing coat of war." says the that Circuit .Judge Guthrie prepared Cardinals, Vatican officials and many
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
and
his opinion the night before the trial Italian and foreign churchmen
San Francisco Chronicle.
be
should
device
St. Ixmis, June 2 Wool
the
ste4y.
for contempt.
If successful
laymen called to congratulate his holiJudge Woodson, who wrote the ness and many addresses and messag Northern and western mediums i6
specially suited for use by nauons
such as Denmark, which are In the opinion, held that Mr. Nelson was de es of greeting were received from all 19c; slight burry 15lGc; fine burry
military business solely for the pur- prived of his rights by Judge Guthrie parts of the world. In accordance 1415c.
In and condemned without the taking o with the wish of the pope there was
poses of defense, and, being limited
ambi
no
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
their fighting forces, have
testimony in a hearing on the part of no celebration of the anniversary.
or
agNew
York, June 2. Stocks suffered
of
found
that
also
expansion
the
the
accused.
He
Judge
tions in
way
a severe setDack toaay on me re
the
much
pow.
the
however
his
But
in
findings
Guthrie,
preparing
gression.
sumption of operations after the triple
ers may prate that the meaning of night before Mr. Nelson was haled Inholiday. Conditions abroad the latter
their armaments as defense, not de- to court, violated a plain and funda
part of the week and the disappointfiance, experience shows that the mental rule of right and sought to de
ment
are
felt in local circles regarding the
former
with
the
means for insuring
prive the prisoner of his rights
Pacific
Union
latest
the
to
law.
purposes
of
out
process
very readily applied
This
plans were largely responsible for the
of the latter.
The court further said:
increased pessimism. Canadian PaciTo this rule the Danish device would
"We are clearly of the opinion that
Silver
fic was weakest of all issues abroad
be
not
not
could
not
was
thfl
an
literally,
it
publication
prove
exception,
and made a maximum decline of
used lor purposes of aggression, and substantially, true,' but is highly con-- if
use over ten points from last Thursday's
for that reason, if for no other, the temptuous to both the court and the
final prices. In the market Union Pacylinder soldier will not supplant the judge thereof. The principal question
EMPRESS
cific lost 2Ys and Reading, Pennsylvavariety that demands wages, food,' presented by this record is : Was the
nia,
Lehigh Valley and Amalgamated
of?
form
another
the
article
contemptuo
publication
clothing and frequently
FLOUR
Copper two points or more, while losus of said court, and of the judge pre
of oiling.
ses of a point were quite general.
To the extent that the invention siding therein?
It
's
Trading' was active, with indcatons
giving
work
the
of
the
opinto
that
are
be
taken
you
"We
imply
;iunanimously
may
of liquidation in many parts of the
of a soldier has become mechanical ion that this question must be ana present for dolist.. Bonds were heavy.
it is worth noting that precisely the swered in the affirmative, and judging
ing something
During the customary lull at midday
those
is
held
mode
view
by
trial
the
from
of
by
pursued
opposite
to
'd
do
prices showed little Inclination
you
any
best qualified to judge. Lord Roberts cunsel for petitioner (Colonel Nelson)
fresh
bear
which
harden.,
provoked
reasame
the
in a recent speech gave eloquent
they must have entertained
way when you
Canadian Pacific ; sagged 12'
selling.
sons far the contention that modern conviction, fo rthey were unwilling tp
.. learn how Much
inpoints.
warfare calls for more courage, jnore let .the article speak for itself, but
Better EMPRESS
Traders showed some disposition to
loots T10T!lttfft1 fVf t n f troduced much evidence for the purtv1f fntltrA
cover'
iwing 'to the severe naturer of
FLOUR rialk is. ft
on the part of a private ihaiji in the pose: of showinr thatno contempt S?as,
the'
decline. Their buying, howday's
o
its
or
Delhi
Waterloo
dava
Made by GERintact, intended, notwithstanding
ever, caused only a fractional recov
He instanced the method of deploy- - scandalous' charges."
MAN PROCESS
ery and when it ceased prices resumed
in soldiers armed witn
a downward course again.
to
be
his
each
them
Case
rifles and leaving
ONE COUPON FROM
History: of the
The market closed weak. Two levown commander. There is a tremend-- j
Kansas City, June 2. William R.
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
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for the day were reached in the
individual.
the
ous strain npon the
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STAMPS
"Ajxelson, editor and owner of
final hour, when there was another
man 13 by himself, he hardly sees his Kansas City Star, was found guilty of
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downward plunge, with active selling
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cfficcr3 at all; he believes they are contempt of court and sentenced to
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he
but
the
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for
him,
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imprisonment of one day
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&
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practical-'
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the
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to
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so situated.
publication in Mr. Nelson's paper of
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Deprived of that group enthusiasm an article which said that Judge
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The last sales were::
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by
Incarceration
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prevented
left so often
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can be ob- must have a scientific training ly no writ of habeas corpus. The case was
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, June 2. Reports of rain in
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There's a new way
There's a belter way than the
old way to make coffee. Its
EL

by

1V

PERCO-- the

Hotpoint

Electric Percolator. Its really
surprising to see EL PERCO!

'

BREW A

92.

BEVERAGE

57;

56.

38;

39.

cember
Pork,

De-

No fear of boiling or spoiling your

coffee it's impossible
Heavily nickel plated and polished. Heating element guaranteed five years.

September

$20.32;

July

58;

with an EL PERCO.

$19.92.
September
Lard, July $11.10;
$11.17; October $11.10.
Ribs, July $11.80; September $11.45;
October $11.12.
KANSAS CITY

LIVE STOCK

VEGAS

LAS

Kansas City, June 2. Hogs, re
ceipts 9,000. Market steady to 5 low
er. Bulk $8.608.70; heavy, $8.55
8.65; packers and butchers $8.G0
8.70; lights $8.608.75; pigs $7
Market stea

Cattle, reecipts 8,000.
steers
dy. Primefed

OPTIC'S

$710.50.
Market steareceipts
dy to 10 lower. Lambs $78.70;
yearlings $5.506.50; wethers $4.75
6; ewes $4.255.75; stockers and
feeders $3.505.
' Sheep,

9,000.

GROCERS

POWER

CO.

.

:H1

I

''I-SITtii'Mr--

1

THE FINAL CALL
MONDAY! AND TUESDAY

JUNE' 2 ANDS3
ONLY TWO MORE DAYS
OF OUR. CASH- -

n

SA
Styles and

body during the last two

please everybody, our new

' est

days ' of ihis great sale.

THE BEST OPPORTUN'

t

V

SHOE
SALE

'

rt

mi

STORE

TH
s'-

and best lasts included.

Our entire stock of Shoes,
en's Children's, Boy's and
Men's, are being sacrificed.

OUR CUSTOMERS.

1. -

to

Oxfords and Pumps, Worn

1TY EVER OFFERED TO

CASH

sizes here

We'll be glad to fit every

o

jf

&

TRY AN AD. IN THK

$8.258.G5;

dressed beef steers $7.258.25; westsouthern
ern steers $6.758.25;
steers $5.505.75; cows $4.507.25;
heifers $68.40; stockers and feeders
$6.508.10; bulls $5.757.25; calves

jong-rang- e

-

LIGHT

8,

mi.

-

BY PERCOLATION

hardly has the plug been affixed than a surge of buhbling water
begins to drip through the coffee.
In a few minutes when the beverage has reached desired
strength; pull out the plug and you may taste of the finest, most
delicious, clear coffee with tempting flavor that can be secured
no other way. And all this may be done right in the breakfast
room or upon the dinlng-tabl- e
while eating.

90;

December
Corn, July
September
December
Oats, July 39; September

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

.

DELIIO US

'

For YOU!

Pacific-Souther-

El Per co

Kansas and Oklahoma, where the
weather has been excessively dry and
hot, gave wheat today a down turn.
Opening prices varied from Y cent
lower to A UP. July started at 92
decline to
to 92, ranging from
cent advance and then fell to 91.
Plentiful moisture In the Red river
valley tended to bring about a further
set back. The close was weak with
at 94.
July
Moderate buying steadied corn. July,
off to a like amount
which opened
to
at
up
57; 57, seemed inclined to
keep within that limit. In the absence of selling pressure the market
hardened still further. The close,
however, was weak. July finished a
.
shade lower at 57
Oats showed relative strength owing to the unfavorable crop outlook.
to
higher at 39
July started
to 39
but reacted to 3839.
.Liberal receipts of hogs weakened
provisions. First sales were 2 to 10
cents down, including September options as follows: Pork $19.75; lard
$11.10 to $11.12; ribs $11.35. The
closing quotations were:
September 90;
Wheat, July

OF QUALITY"
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CASTANEDA
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E. Las Vegas

'
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HOTEL
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LAS VEGAS PAILY OPTIC,
B. F, Correll of Oklahoma City,
Okla., came In yesterdny afternoon
from his home at that place for a several months'- stay in Las Vegas.
William Lord, accompanied by his
sister, Grace, left last night for New
York. They will spend the summer

PERSONALS,
Piano for rent.

18

Crockett

"

ing.

A

DOSE OF

Herbert Rowland of Trinidad is In at the Thousand Islands and return
Las Vegas for a few days' business to Las Vegas in the fall.
Misses Ida, Mabel, Ola and Aileen
visit
W. E. Truitt of Trinidad came in Laird 'left '.Saturday night for their
CONFIDENTIAL FRIEND OF JUDGE
last night for a few days' business home at Marcelline, Mo., where they
LEAHY IS DELIBERATELY
will remain for several months before
visit in Las Vegas.
MURDERED YESTERDAY.
to
Las
Vegas.
R. R. Larkin left last night for El returning
Conrad Frank, accompanied by his
Paso where he will be on business
llench and bar, business and probrother, Ralph Frank, returned' from
for the coming few days.
fessional
men, and, in fact, nearly
H. S. Diemer of Maxweil came In Kansas City last nigbt where they
in Las Vegas, are mourneevrybody
two
at
months
yesterday afternoon fo.r a short busi- have been for the pat
the untimely death of Murpny
ing
school.
an
automobile
tending
ness visit in Las Vegas.
and Miss Leahy, the handsome bull dog of
Mrs. Arthur Edmonds
Mrs. T. L. Stewart left yesterday
David J. Leahy, who perished
Eileen
this
Rosenthal
left
morning Judge
afternoon for Levy for a two weeks'
for Hot Spring9 where they will yesterday as the resutl of the operavisit with friends, there.
tions of some misguided poisoner.
Robert Vasse jcame In 'Saturday spend the coming few days with Mr.
had the reputation of being
Murflhy
Edmonds
Edmund
Rosenthal.
and
evening from Rqciada for a few days'
est
natured bull dog that ever
the
sevMiss Ada Rickey, for the past
business visit in Las Vegas. "
was so anxious, to create
He
lived;
Strass
eral
"at
months
the
employed
J. W. Earday of Albuquerque came
a
good impression upon new acquaintin yesterday afternoon for a few days' millinery shop, left yesterday afterances
that he often forced unlooked-fo- r
noon
Colorado
for
Springs, Colo.,
business visit in Las Vegas.
attentions
upon them. The first
J. W. Banks of Litchfield1, 111., came where she will spend the summer.
members of The Opone
of
the
time
D. Morants and sister of Kansas
in yesterday afternoon from his home
was
to Murphy
introduced
tic
staff
for
came
in
afternoon
City
yesterday
for a short visit in Las Vegas.
was at a baseball game. The friendMrs. A. I'. Blackburn 'left last night a few weeks' visit with their brother,
the scribe sitting
for Kansas City and other places in Wolfo Morants of this city, and inci- ly canine, seeing
near the players'
the
upon
ground
to
Mr.
the
attend
of
dentally
wedding
that scate for a several weeks' stay.
washed his ear
came
and
up
bench,
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Turner left Morahts.
his tongue. The ear didn't need
with
H.
1.1.
demonBainer,
agricultural
this morning in their Overland auto
the ne d was not
for Denver and other places In Colo- strator for the ,Sama Fe Railway washing, at least
but
Murphy's
friendly minis
crying,
in
came
aftercompany,
yesterday
rado.
was appreciated.
tration
Ama-rillnoon
his
from
in
headquarters
came
in this morning
J. A. Baca
Murphy served tor some time as
Texas, foj a short business visfrom Rociada after having been a
third
assistant United States attor
it
in
Las
Vegas.
r the past
business visitor there
Mrs. Louise Maxwell of Raton came ney,' and later became confidential
week.
adviser of his master when the lat
Mr. and Mrs. Steinmetz, who sever- in last Saturday evening from Caliter assumed the bench for the Fourth
the
she
has
for
been
where
fornia,
are
sailed
for Europe,
al months ago
district. In both these caexpected to return to Las Vegas some past summer, and will be the guest, judicial
pacities
Murphy served with distincof
E.
this
her
of
Maxwell,
city,
son,
time this week,
'
never
tion,
having been known to beMrs. Ed MeWenie and son 'left yes- for a few days.
or to err in judga
confidence
Mitray
Rev.
J.
P.
San
of
Father
Moog
terday afternoon for Denver where
ment.
Las
was
In
a
business
visitor
guel
few
weeks
visiting
they will spend a
As an athlete Murphy was as sucVegas yesterday, and left this mornrelatives and friends.
as he was In official capaci
cessful
was
he
where
Antonchlco
for
Frank Guerin returned from Kan- ing
sas City last evening after having called on account of the death of ties. He has taken overland runs
from Las Vegas to Mora on frequent
been a student in a school there for Father Gatlgnol.
occasions, and held the record for the
G.
A.
:
appointRichardson,
recently
weeks.
,
the past few
Mrs. P. J. Emenaker left last night ed by Governor McDonald' as assist dash from the court house to the
ant judge in the Fifth Judicial district Leahy residence on North Seventh
for Chicago and other places In
nois where she will be for several of New Mexico, came in last even- street. Murphy made all of his rec
by the touring car of
ing from his home at Roswell for a ords paced
weeks visitingArelatives.
Judge Leahy, and he always appeared
Misses Mary and Louise Lowry few days' visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Cravens of Pasa- to be able to develop as great horseleft yesterday afternoon for Denver,
Calif., "passed through here yes- power as was generated by the car's
a
dena,
for
Colo., where they will remain
few weeks visiting relatives.
terday afternoon in private Pu'llman engine.
Murphy's death nearly broke the
Mateo Lnjan, assistant
land com- Ideal, en route from Los Angeles to
missioner for New Mexico, returned New York City. Mr. Cravens is a hearts of the young Leahys, who nev
er succeeded in ruffling his disposifrom an inspection trip in the north- prominent citizen of Pasadena.
even though they subjected him
O'Ma'i-leS.
I.
of
tion,
the
onarles
ern part of the state last night.
Tiffany
Electrical establishment, left yes to all the indignities and discomforts
C. J. Laughlen of Deming came in
yesterday for a few days' business terday afternoon for Santa Fe where that childhood usually heaps upon the
visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Laughlen ia he will be employed installing elec- household canine. He loved the chil
man of Dem trical apparatus in the new Gross dren and treated yiem with ostenta
a well' known business
'
tious but sincere consideration. As
Kelly and Company store there.
in;;.
Mrs. Mary E. Fraser and Miss Mar his reward the Leahy family will nev
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Knshen of El
Paso drove in last night from Raton garet Fraser of Louisville, Ky., left er forget to cherish his memory.
on their way home in ttieir Ford
yesterday afternoon for Kansas City
beMiss Mabel Benfer, a teacher in
They "left this morning for where they will visit a 6hort time
Raton public schools, came in last
the
to
home.
their
fore
They
returning
that place.
O.
RaUestraw, wire chief at the have been, the guests of Mr. and Mrs, evening from that place to attend the
Normal summer school.
local office of the Mountain States J. W. Harris for the past winter.
in the
Bias Sanchez of Wagon
Mound
Van
a
H.
A.
afHorn,
professor
left
company,
Telephone
yesterday
ternoon for Denver for a several New Mexico Normal University, left came in this afternoon and left Imme
Saturday night for Denver. He will diately for Mora, where he will be on
weeks' stay.
M. W. Browne left . yesterday af- remain there but a short time and business for a few days.
Mrs. Murray Carleton, Miss M. L.
ternoon for Denver and places in the then go to Nebraska where he win
northwest i. on - a - gusiness trip. spend the rest of the summer. Mr. Pugh, Miss D. Shedd and John Pugh
He will be absent from Las Vegas for Van Horn will return to Las VegaB of Watrous came in this afternoon
for a few days' visit in Las Vegas,
next September.
several days.
Mrs. L. M. Hansen of El Paso came
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Winn of Fort
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Wheeler and
afin
'came
m
this afternoon for a few days' visit
Texas,
yesterday
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pettenger left this Worth,
Ve- with relatives here.
Mrs.
Las
Hansen
will
locate
in
ternoon
and
Coin
the
auto
for
Wheeler
morning
em- formerly was Miss Nellie Dearth of
lorado Springs.
During their stay gas. ; Mr, Winn will enter the
here many social eventsi were given ploy of the Santa Fe Railway com? this city.
Mrs. H. G. Coors and avgnter Dor
in their honor, and they thoroughly pany as bill clerk, relieving M. J.
to
transferred
returned this afternoon from
who
has
been
othy
Howell,
enjoyed their visit.
El Paso, Texas, in the auditor's office. California where they have been visTed Bay ward who has been' in the iting friends and relatives for the
city for the past two weeks, left last past few weeks.
J. E. McGee of El Paso came in
eo to New' York City, where he will
The Chef's Favorite
this afternoon from his home at that
By Mrs. Janet McKensie Hill, Editor of
York Clty' wbeTe he wlU place for a short business visit in
to New V
B
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
Mr. McGee is a well
no wm Las Vegas.
Some folks think that only "colored sail for uorcnester, tjngianu.
mammies" can cook chicken, but atrial spend about two months iu the old known business man of El Paso.
Mrs. M. Rhodes, accompanied oy
of this famous chicken pot pie disproves country before returning to New Mexthat assertion. Every member of the ico.
Danny
Burks, returned to Las Vegas
family will thoroughly enjoy it. '
e
yesterday afternoon after having been
Mr, and Mrs. J. C. Rex of
were visitors In Las Vegas absent from this city for the past winyesterday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. ter visiting relatives in La Junta.
E. R. Russell and' J. ,0. McLemore
Rex are former residents of Las Ve"was
returned
Mr.
Rex
by
employed
where
yesterday afternoon froni
gas,
Gross Kelly sod Company. J They are Trinidad, , Raton,",. Wagon Mound and
on their way from Albuquerque to other places in that section of the
the eastern, states wh Ire ; they will state. (They left, "here- -, with' the good,
I
roads boosters last week.
j
spend the summer.
K C Chicken Pol Pie, Baked Dumplings
has
C.
been
C.
Santa
of
whoi
sheriff
Fe
Clossen,
Hill
of
H.
F.
Raton,
One fowl cut in joints;
cup flour,
teaspoon ul salt; black pepper- -, 2 cups employed here by the Santa Fe Rail- county, came in last night from his
flour; 3 level teaspoon ids K C Baking way company in the capacity of spe- headquarters at Santa Fe for a short
Powder;
teaspoonful salt;
qip cial officer, left this afternoon for his business visit. He left this evening
slwrtening; milk or cream.
will be em- accompanied by his wife, who has
Cover the fowl with boiling water and home at Raton where he
the past two
same
In
the
simmer
position. Mr. Hill been visiting here
let
until tender, then remove to a ployed
.baking dish. Mix the
cup flour, salt is succeeded here by. Walter L. Dick- weeks.
and black pepper with cold water to a son of
C. L, Seagravo, head of the coloniwho entered
Albuquerque,
smooth paste and use to thicken the
zation
duties
department of the Santa Fe
his
today.
broth. Remove the fat from the top of upon
the broth if necessary before adding the
The arrivals for the summer ses- Railway company, was av business
thickening. Pour this gravy over the sion of the New Mexico Normal Uni- visitor in Las Vegas yesterday, and
fowl, until it is nearly covered, and reserve the rest to serve apart. Sift toversity have been numerous today. left today for California in company
gether the flour, baking powder and salt, The Normal dormitory is thoroughly with C- - M. McGowen, who is connectthree times; into this work the shortencrowded, and still applications for ed with the agricultural department
ing and use cream or 'milk to make a rooms come In from all parts of the of the Santa Fe.
'
for
biscuits. Put
dough, kss stiff than
this by spoonfuls over the fowl in the state and other states. Students from
dish, which it should rest upon and Maxwell, Roswell, Forta'ies and other
The Las Vegas grant, board did not
completely cover. Let bake about 35
places came in bunches yesterday and meet this morning, its regular monthminutes.
today. Amongthose who arrived yes- ly business meeting having been put
When yoiinst, tender chickens are scarce, this
Pearl B. Hoard off until next Monday.
presents a most satisfactory way of serving old terday were Miss
fowls. Veal or lftjnb prepared in this manner is
Miss Jessie
Ashtoh
and
Miss
Verite
more spietizing; than when served as a stew.
Try this and the 89 other delicious recipes In Fornhaus of Portales,
Eliza
Miss
LOST Pendant bearing three small
the K C Cook's Book, a copy of which may be
secured free by sending; the colored certificate
Head of
Mamie
diamonds
Mill.erfBnd.MfffS;
and a turquoise. Return to
can of K C Baking
packed in the
The Optic office and receive reward.
ier to the Jiutaa Mfo. Co., Chicago.
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THE PEOPLES BANK
Accepts accounts subject to check.
Pays interest on daily balances.

I

TRUST CO.

- ;

-

Capital

EASE

POISON

J'

JUNE 2, 1913.

MURPHY DIES BY NEWMAN SAYS HE

-

build-

MONDAY,

111,000

-

Lends money on approved collateral.
Lends money on improved real estate.

HERE FROM ALLIGHTWEIGHT,
BUQUERQUE, PREDICTS VICTORY OVER SHAFFER.
-'

Benny Chavez, champion bantamweight of the Rocky Mountains, and
Louis Newman, holder of the lightweight championship title of the
southwest, arrived in Las Vegas yesterday afternoon for a short stay. The
boys are on their way from Albuquerque to Denver where Chavez will try
to make arrangements to pull off a
bout.Newman game here for the purpose of making final arrangements
for his battle to be fought here on
June 17 with Harry "Kid" Shaffer of
Albuquerque.
Chavez and Newman left today for
Denver. Chavez says in regard to
his last battle with Battling Chico
that the' Battler had no chance
throughout the entire bout.
"I fought him fair and square and
showed him that even lr he did put
one over me the last time, I was still
the better man. I can say sincerely
that he did not win one round in the

entire battle."
Chavez is a comer and the opinion
of the Albuquerque fans is that he
will develop into the classiest boxer
this side pf Chicago. Louis Newman,
in regard to his coming battle with
Shaffer, says that he will put the
Cheyenne boy away in five rounds.
"He is not in my class," says Newman, "and in this battle, as I did in
the last one fought in Las Vegas, I
will win by a large margin."
Arrangements will be made soon
to' stage another battle in Las Vegas
next month, and this news will be
well received by the numerous fans
who have grown restless for a real

scrap.

H'PHEBSON

RENTS SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES

GOAL

TODAY'S BASEBALL
National

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

League.

Boston at Pittsburg; clear.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia; clear.
American League.
Boston at New Yotk; two games.
Philadelphia at Washington; two
games.
American Association.
Indianapolis at Toledo; clear.
Louisville at Columbus; clear.
Kansas City at Milwaukee; clear.
Minneapolis at St. Paul; clear.
Western League.
Denver at Wichita; cloudy.
Topeka at Lincoln; clear.
Omaha at Des Moines; clear.
Sioux City at St. Joseph; clear.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
fhonm MmlnSI

,

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Hailett Raynolds, Cashier.
Raynolds, Vice President.
8. B Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier,

E. B.

SUNDAY GAMES.
American League.
Chicago, 0; Detroit, 1.
St. Louis,
Cleveland,

National League.
Louis, 2; Chicago, 4,
Cincinnati, 1; New York,
Western League.
Lincoln, 1; Topeka, 4.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

St

4.

'OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Wichita,
Denver,
Sioux City,
St Joseph,
Des Moines, 6; Omaha, 2.
American Association.
Toledo, 1; Indianapolis, 5.
Milwaukee, 0; Kansas City, 5.
Minneapolis, 2; St. Paul, 5.
Columbus-Louisvillrain.

Capital,

$100,000

Interest Paid! on Time Deposits

STANDING OF CLUBS

FAULTY

National League
Won Lost
11
22
Philadelphia
Club

FOR THIS REASON JUDGE LEAHY Brooklyn
SUSTAINS THEIR DEMURRER
New York
AND THEY ESCAPE TRIAL
Chicago

....21

Pittsburgh

...19

21
21

15
16
20
20
23

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

AND FOX

INDICTMENT

M.

8.

2--

Pet.
.667
.583
.568

$1,050

.512
.487

After hearing arguments of attor St. Louis
.452
19
.412
20
11
neys Judge David J. Leahy Saturday Boston
afternoon sustained the demurrer to Cincinnati
.357
27
15
the indictment
against Daniel 'A,
American League
McPherson and M. L. Fox, respectively
Won Lost Pet.
Club
.73
...28 10
president and editorial writer for the Philadelphia
.693
13
30
Albuquerque Journal, who were charg Cleveland
17
.564
22
ed with criminally libelinrr Apolonio Washington
A. Sena. The judse held the indict Chicago ...
.545
21
20
.421
ment not good because, it failed to Boston
22
16
stale the date upon which the alleged Detroit
.400
27
18
.396
29
19
libel occurred.
St. Louis
Other indictments against Messrs. New York
2S
.243
9
McPherson and Fox having been disWestern League.
missed earlier in the day, there re
Won Lost Pet.
Club
14
.659
27
mained no criminal charge against Denver
them. The erand jury was excLsad St. Joseph
.634
26
15
.526
18
20
Saturday afternoon and It is impo Lincoln . .i'. .1
21
19 , .525
sible for another indictment to replace Omaha ... j..".
.487
20
19
the faulty Instrument to be drawn up Des Moines
.462
21
before next November, if, indeed, one Sioux City T
18
ia drawn at that time. Mr. Sena re Topeka
.410
23
16
.293
12
29
cently filed a damage suit against the Wichita
Journal, asking $10,000 for an alleged
him GRADUATION FOR THE MIDDIES
nHoinna statement regarding
one
the
with
identical
This article is
Annapolis, Md., June 2. Maryland's
criminal
for
Indictment
which
the
on
old capital city appeared In a gay
indictment was based. It Is understood and festive mood today at the opening
the civil case will be brought to as of the week of gala' exercises inciatdent to the graduation of the midshipspeedy trial as Is possible by the
men, and friends and relatives from
torneys for the plaintiff.
The defendants in the criminal libel all sections of he country have gathcase were represented Saturday in the ered here for the occasion.
demurrer proceedings by Albert T. The program of the week was usher,
Summers ed in at 10 o'clock this
Rogers, Jr., of this city ami
morning with
Burkhart of Albuquerque.
the official reception to the board of
afternoon visitors
Tie grand jury Saturday
appointed by the president
.
Ata
un and
ana
final
.report,
to conduct the annual
its
made;
.congres3
was ma- naval school. The
the
of
charged. The petit jury aiso
to Inspectionwas
there were no more criminal cases
followed ,by an infantry
reception
Judge ueany or (I drill by the mdsipmen, and this
be tried by jury,
dered court, adjourned subject to can, arternoojj the members of the Board
or
Prisoners who nieaded Bullty
witnessed ' a dress
parade. Other
s;
vlu
Murine
the
term,
nMtr!Aio
0
were uuuitcu
drills, exhibitions and social functions
will carry the program along until
be sentenced this week, it is stated.
Friday, when the graduation exercls
es proper will be held and the mem-beof the first class will be addressed
CARD OF THANKS.
of
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. McAllister
.Daniels of the navy deby
Secretary
extend most heart- partment.
to
wish
Springer
of Las Vefelt thanks to the people
daughtheir
to
kind
There will be an important meeting
gas who were so
Saturoccurred
death
of the officers of the Forum of Las
ter Ada, whose
sent flowers and
Vegas at the Plaza hotel on Thursday f'i
day, and who
in their
Colonel R. B. Twitchell will
evening-sympathy to them
he present to explain more fully the
establishment of a Chautauqua ashere, which was proposed by
sembly
toRoutine business was transacted
Colonel Twitchell at an open meeting
commisof
county
day by the board
of the Forum some time aso.
sioners at its regular monthly meetwill
as
sit
board
ing. Tomorrow the
a board of equalization. Any persons
Can't Keep it Secret
The splendid work of Chamberlain's
who object to their assessments are
to- Tablets is daily becoming more wideprivileged to come before the board
known. No euch grand remedy for
morrow and make requests for chang- ly
stomach and liver troubles has ever
es and adjustments.
been known.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas" Automobile.
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POINTS IN COLORADO
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Round trip tickets will be on sale

If daily, commencing June 1 to

Sep--

'

I

i

tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
Illr,

'I

'

s

'

(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare forround 'trip Colo. Sp'gsS13.70
'

'(Denver,.. $16.60

Tickets

are first class good for stop

overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to oilier points, plcn
call at ticket offic
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY,
NOTICE

JUNE 2, 1913.

FOR PUBLICATION.

15he

Department ol the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 1. 1913.
Notice is hereby given that
Ciddio of hast Las Vegas, who,
on December 16, 1907, made homestead entry, No. U5201, for V
NW
'
section 31, W
section 30,
SW
township 14 N, raise 17 K, N. M. P.
M., has filed notice of intention fo
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be!
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commis
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
June 7, 1813.
Claimant names as witnesses:
FOR CLASSIFIED
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East RATE9
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru-JillLas Vegas, N. M., Luclnda J. de
Five cent per line eacn insertion.
Trujlllo, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Estimate tlx ordinary word to a line.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
No ad to occupy lets space than two
Register.
lines. All
advertls mntt charged
will be booked at space actua'ly set,
TAX PAYMENTS
without regard to number of words.
notice is hereby given ,that any Cash In advance preferred.
taxes yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
become delinquent oi June l, 1913,
and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
published of the public sale of all
property upon which taxes of A. D.
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
for such sale, and such property up
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN
on which taxes of 1912 are then delln
quent, will be sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las Ve?as, N. M., May 14,
1913.
ELDERLY woman wants position as
EUGENIO ROMERO,
housekeeper. Apply Rawlins House,
Treasurer and
Collector, San

OPTIC

T5he

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Vln-cent-

mil l SOCIETY DIRECTORY

The

Vic-torln- o

iinscruciive

Advertising

!jj

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.

A.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially In-

A

vited.
W. M., H. S

.an

Meets second am)
Thursday evening eai
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsitfat
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhill,
Secretary.
o. O. MOOSE

.'our'h

Win. P. Mills,

Petten, Secretary. J.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64L
O. of B. B. Meets every first

I.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERV, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the vestry
s
rooms of Temple Montefiore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ular conclave er. d Tues- o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers ar
Isaac AppoL
day in each month at Ma
cordially invited.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
Reg-irf'-'r-

Kinkel, B.
'

C;

Chas. Tamme,

retary.
F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth streeL All vlslV
lng brethren cordially invited to attend.
F. D. Fries, N. G.: Gut
Ihman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

I. O. O.

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYMASONS Regilar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

1.

PAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and tnlrd Fridays
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mm. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Mahall, on the second and fourth
tron; Mrs' Agnes Tripp, Secretary,
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
Telephone Main 329.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local DepNO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
uty. Visiting members are espe102 Mejs every Monday night at
cially welcome and cordially invitWANTED Dining
roonii girl. 403
I
ed.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
Railroad avenue.
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
cordially wolcoma J. C. Wertz,
ATTORNEYS
WANTED Two good
farm hands,
president; J. ,T. Buhlor secretary;
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
the
& HUNKER

Miguel County, N. M.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Call of Bids for Survey
notice is hereby given, that
Honorable Board of County Commis
sioners of Mora County, will accept WANTED Four mules ranging from B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
5 to 6 years in age.
Not to exceed
bids for the survey of all lands situat
fourth Tuesday evening of each
56 Inches high and weighing 900
ed on the Mora Grant, within the
month Elks home on Ninth stree
to 1,100 pounds. Inquire of AlbuCounty of Mora, and State of New
and Douglas avenue. Visiting
querque and Cerrillos Coa'i Com
Mexico, according to the United States
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
pany, Madrid, N. M.
in
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
survey,
sections, townships and
ranges, the same to be marked with
don, Secretary.
monuments or stones to be numbered SALESMAN, traveling, salary and ex
penses or commission. Must be ac KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-'CIwith their respective numbers of said
tive, ambitious, energetic; splendid
NO. 804. Meets second and
sections, townships and ranges, and
also showing the tracts of land as
opportunity; former experience not
In O. R. O. Hall,
fourth

"Where shall I go?"
"What shall I do?''

L.

M.

A.

HUNKER
Goorge H. Hunker Chester

Hoi v

A.

Attorneys-at-La-

New

Las Vegas

Mexi.

broth-ersar-

"What shall wear?"
"What shall I eat?"
"Where shall I live?"
And so on down the long list
of human, everyday questions.
You will find them all answered
in the pages of the modern, progressive newspaper.
I

ftsr

for

&stte

Rent

CRYSTAL ICE

BIDS FOR

1
1

in-

spirations and suggestions constantly come to you if you take
advantage of the advertising
pages of this newspaper.

PENITENTIARY

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

1
1

Lincoln Ave

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,
AMD

HERMAN

N. O.

429 GRAND AVE.

-

on e

8IGIM

PAINTING

IX

UM

kV.
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EAST BOUND

g

Arrive

I

J

No.
J No.
No.

I
I
1

2.
4
9

No. 10
No- -

1

No.

3

No.

7

.

.
.

Reps

'

:1E p .
9:10 p. m
1:05 p 9
.11:05 d, m
2:10 s
2:05 a. m
2:1
1:45 p, m
WEST BOUND
.
1:45 p.
1:20 p. m
6:15 a.
6:10 a. m
4:30 p.
4:20 p. m
7:00 p.
6:35 p. m

lbs.
lbs.
lbs..
lbs.
lbs.

Market Finders
i

THE

100
100
100
100

ANT Ads
Are Best

...

LOCAL

100

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

'arawood Finishing, Papar Hant!
nd Glailng.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
est aide Plaza
Old Towi

j

per
per
per
per
per

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
Lasting Qualities ot WhiehHave Made Las Vega Famous.

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND

. .

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Worker Appreciates This
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
years my kidneys and bladder Incapacitated me for all work. About eight
montns ago I began using Foley Kidney Pills, and they have done what
other medicines failed to do, and now
I am feeling fine. I recommend Foley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store.
A

SIGN PAINTING

(

1200

PRICES

in

i

20c per 100 lbs
25c per 100 lbs
40c per 100 lbs
50c per 100 lbs

2000 lbs or more, each delivery
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

FOR RENT Furnished
four room
Will take Invalids.
(cottage, $6.

417 Eighth street.
SUPPLIES
Bids for furnishing six months' sup
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms over
plies for the State Penitentiary will
York's store. Telephone 317.
be leceived until 9 o'clock a. m. Tues
Phone Main 227
day, June 10th, 1913. Supplies conFOR RENT Three sunny rooms
faff
sist of groceries, meats, clothing,
suitable for light housekeeping. Inleather, etc. A list of these supplies
quire 623 Twelfth street.
with conditions and blank proposals
RETAIL
will be furnished upon application to
FOR RENT Suite of nicely furnished
the Superintendent.
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
housekeeping rooms, electrlct lights,
By order of the Board of Peniten
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
bath, etc. Excellent location.
918
tiary Commissioners.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
street.
Eighth
JOHN B. McMANUS, Superintendent
50 lbs., to 200 lb 8., Each Delivery
Dated: May 31st, 1913.
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
511 Ninth street.

Don't neglect your ad

!

DENTtf

HAMMONL

Crockett Bulldinp.
Mais
Office Telephone
Mais
House Telephone

Thursday

sibilities.

14.

L.

com-pany-

for instruction and information,
as well as for its "bargain" pos-

IX

E.

i.
1

necessary. Landmark Cigar
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
owned and claimed by Individuals, and
Pioneer building.
Visiting memDenver, Pa.
and
Dentist
blue
bers are cordially invited. Richard
plats
prints made thereof.
Bidder or bidders to deposit with
Denial work of any deertptlu
Device, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
clerk of this board, ten per cent of
moderate prices.
NO.
I Room 1 Center Block. Tel. MaiD
the amount of his or their bid, on or
LODGE
DORADO
EL
before the 1st day of July, A. D. l&is
Las Vegas, N. M
KNIGHTS OF PY
with a good and sufficient bond in 100 BUFF ROCK baby chickB, $12;
Meets
THIAS
v
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevdouble the amount of his of their said
Ladlsi
ery Monday evea Professional Health Culture for
ens, Humbo'idt, Kan.
bid.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
In
Hall
Castle
!ng
The Board of County CommissionGeneral Massage, Hair and ScaJj
Visiting
Knight
HOUSEHOLD
for
sale
goods
Inquire
ers reserves the right to reject any
Facial Massage, Manicure
Treatment,
are cordially lnvlt
at 1005 Grand Avenue.
or all bids. All bids to be filed with the
Plaza Hotel.
fcS.
Chas Llebaco
clerk of this board, on or before the
1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. m
Office
hours
Chancellor
aer,
above said date of July 1st, A. D. 1913. FOR RENT Front bedrcom. Miss
Commander. Harry
Richley. 508 Main Avenue.
In witness whereof, the Board of
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
County Commissioners of Mora counSeal.
ty, State of New Mexico, has caused
Its Seal to be hereunto affixed, signed
by its chairman, and attested by its
FOR RENT A good upright piano.
clerk, at Mora, New Mexico, this 11th
The Rosenthal Furniture Co.
day of April, 1913.
From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
(Seal)
JOHN GANDERT,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
Attest:
Chairman.
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.
TITO MELENDEZ, Clerk.

People read advertising now

New ideas, new thoughts,

DR.

S

. .

IN

2A

1

v

CifiOIIESTER S PILLS

That property rou want to sell is WORTH MOST vo
the ads. In this nsvspaper and would sever
your property unless It were advertised here.
who reads

iomoi
l

he&r

Others, who read and answer ads. In this newspaper want (ajtit
are anxious u pay eash for) books, automobiles, used machlBsry
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical

LfttllCHI
u

n
3

K1 SfcVJ

rum

ASli y'Hir lM'lli(rUfc fr.r a
IHuHioi.d TlrunlV
m liedisand
J ni'taiiifAVx

Classlfle! ad. search out the people to wnom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thlag is worth most

stleJ with
txs.
Tnl na olhor.

Ultte KIIjIjoo.

Uiiy of your V
i;KA.Nl
lIAJtND
for ft
Vst, AI ways Reliabla
years known as
SOLD B!( DRUGGISTS EVCRVH'StRE

llt, '

As the classified ads. are read bj all possible buyeia, of all
slble sorts of thiigs, they have coma to be finders of the beat

si

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Outdoor Costumes of the Latest
Make-uand Approved LI

BEYOND

HIS COMPREHENSION.

1

1

.111

f

...

"Lemme un'stan'. Is er locksmif er
man dat knows all 'bout how ter open
all kin's er locks?"
"Co'se he is."
"Well, I dunno how 'tis, but I sho'ly
see it."
"What did you done see?"
"Er locksmif down In de mahket

7

'

m

IN GAY HAVANA

TELLS OF LIFE

HORSE

Washington, D. C. Senora Adela
P. de Codoy, wife of the Mexican min
ister to Cuba, is spending the winter
in Washington; where she is well
known and popular. In a recent In
terview she had much of interest to
say about Havana, where she has her
home. The interview la part was as

i

-

JUNE 2, 1913.

Old Formaiities Are Giving Place to
American Ways, Says Wife of
Mexican Minister to Cuba.

p,

a-

MONDAY,

follows:
"Havana is a beautiful city and we
found Americans coming there in vast
numbers, usually from Florida or from
New Orleans after the carnival time.
It is worthy of a visit, indeed, to spend
an entire winter there if one has the
leisure. Many seem to possess that
comfortable combination of plenty of
time and the requisite cash and it

his chickens."
VERY SICK.
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Havana

Walking Costume. For this no
material is better suited than face
doth; any color would look well.
The skirt is quite plain and is cut a
mart length.
The coat has a deep basque; a patent leather belt hides the join where
It Is set to the upper part; the fronts
of this are laid on with wrapped
earns; embroidery trims the large
collar, which is of material, and Is
eut In points at front; below these
two buttons are sewn.
Hat of satin to match, trimmed with
a feather mount
Materials required: 5 yards cloth
48 Inches wide, 1 dozen yards braid,
t yards silk or satin for lining coat.
Smart Dress. Navy serge of very
fine qua" It y is selected here.
DEMAND

FEET

PROPER

CARE

it

The skirt has a shaped edge to
right front, which Is laid on the left
in a wrapped seam; buttons and loops
"Husband, were you really visiting
trim the upper part,- and a material
friend last night?"
in
foot.
at
let
is
panel
"I was."
The bodice has a large collar and
"And was he really sick?"
small revers of purple satin, these
"He was; and no wonder. He nevturn back from a vest of finely tucked
net; buttons and a lace frill trim the er won a pot."
front.
The lower part of sleeve has the
CAREER
DOWNWARD
fulness set under the upper In flat
pleats; the cuffs are deep and shaped
In a point at upper edge.
Hat of purple Tagei, trimped with
a rope of small flowers.
Materials required: 6 yards serge,
46 Inches wide,
yard satin 20 Inches
wide,
yard tucked net 18 inches
wide, 7 buttons,
yard lace for front
GORGEOUS EVENING GOWN.

Are Hardworked Members of the Body
nd Deserve Better Treatment
Than They Receive.
Women who spend hours caring for
their hands pay little attention to their
feet They are such hardworked members of the body that they deserve better treatment.
Feet are best kept in condition by
shoes that fit. Never economize In
shoe leather, and do not yield to vanity
and get footgear that is too small.
Frequent bathing keeps the feet
from being tired and swollen and It
prevents roughness of the skin that
leads to callous spot3.
Water in which a bit of washing
oda has been dissolved is restful Hot
salt water is equally refreshing, while
a vigorous rubbing with alcohol will
quickly relieve a burning sensation.
Pumice stone, used frequently, keeps
the skin smooth. It Is especially necessary on the heels and on the ball of
the foot, where the weight of the body
rests in walking.
Never cut the nail3 too short, as they
are more likely to become ingrown.
And file them smooth with sandpaper,
bo they will not catch and pull the
threads of your Blockings.
Occasionally visit a chiropodist. Hp
will detect any irregularity in the
growth of nails and money and pain
are saved.
Rick-Rac-
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Braid.
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With
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cuffs of rick-racedgings
and even entire overdresses for the small daughter made
of this braid. Within a short time
'the tiny bundles of the braid have
again appeared in the stores, r.nd
have made a strong bid for popularity,
according to the Newark News. Already one sees some very attractive
needlework made with this braid as a
foundation. Bandings of it are being
used for trimming wash gowns ai:d

pated."

very dlssl"

lB

.

"Yes; he's going to the men
VERY

fast"

LIKELY

fl'9PM

.
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rlck-rac-

rick-rac-

i
.1

table
ome exceptionally pretty
dollies and runners are edged with
rlck-rac- k
trimming.
,

J

An evening gowa of yellow satin
with lace tunic and drapery of beads.
a Trimming of yellow and orange flow-

Aluminum Shower for Bride.
While the bride to whom such
(unction would be helpful Is still
showered and wisely with linen, kitchen belongings or provisions, even
these
affairs are apt
nowadays to be given with some new
twist without losing their practical
character.
For instance, many brides this ycr.r
will be Bhowered with aluminum instead of the ordinary kitchen tins and
enamels. This is, of course, more expensive than the tin shower, but it
is more worth while, and by selecting
the smaller necessaries or by combining funds for the larger articles
sveryone's purse can be suited.
time-honore- d

?

a

.

l

v

t

ers.

Newest Handkerchief.
are
handkerchiefs
Embroidered
sed more generally than ever before,
and the woman who need not spend
She I Just love a
skate.
hour" embroidering shirt waistB and 'He Yes, I would, good
too, if It wasn't
linen dresses will surely find time for tor the
morning after.
Initialing at least her own handkerchiefs.
Hand hemstitched handkerToo Much of a Change.
chiefs of sheer linen can be bought
Nell Isn't Alice soon going to marfor 75 cents in a quality worth embroidering. Wreaths, single initial!" ry Jack? I
Belle
don't know. She Bays she
or three in a row, or irregular baud
ing of embroidery all around the aates to give up the $1.50 shows for
the ten-cemotion pictures.
handkerchief can be made.

IN

ALASKA

Weather In Far North Not Too Severe
for Rearing Good Equine

was delightful to rim across friends
from every part of the United States i
in the streets of Havana.
My long
residence in Washington has given
me friends in every state sometimes,
which adds so much to the pleasure
and filling out of life.
"Winter in Havana is a season of
delight. We have established our
home along the ocean front and truly
it surpasses description. The mingling
of deep blue water with deep blue sky,
the white winding road along the sea
and the magnificence of flower and
one
foliage make a picture which
misses and regrets. Havana, I am
n
sorry to say, like so many other
cities, is giving up the
patio and villa type of the south of
France and that of the American
south and southwest is becoming more
prevalent. I regret the patio sincerely, but the younger generation find
more to admire in the story on storj
house with all the modern accessories.
There are, however, still some splendid old mansions in Havana, where
the patio exists in its pristine glory.
This style is where the rooms of the
home look out into an inner court
filled with flowers, where a fountain
tinkles and the family delights to
gather for intimate communion. Soma
of the old government buildings hav
the patio.
"Social life In Havana is as admirable as the climate. I think the
mingling of the odd ceremonial customs with the less formal ones of today has bred an air of easy social intercourse, which is most agreeable
and not at all restrictive. Many of
the older residents continue the formal method of life which is part of
Spanish civilization. Many others
have adopted the easy ways of Amer
icans, so that one may see the customs of two worlds and of two differing eras flourishing side by side.
There are so many balls and theater
parties and dinings without number;
in fact, it is rather unusual during the
social season not to have guests to
dinner and then go with them later to
a ball or the opera or the theater.
There is much visiting and one may
make a visit after a supper which
follows the theater, something unheard of here. But then often the dayLatin-America-

bsm fnfmiiwfinuiiiiiiiiiiwii

HER MIDNIGHT

Horse raising has recently been attempted in Alaska and the Yukon territory. A firm of miners in the
creek country, 175 miles west of
White Horse, Yukon territory, made
the experiment successfully, says the
Indianapolis News. Owing to the
abundance of fine lands available for
pasturage in Alaska and the Yukon,
the growing pf horses in the north
should spread rapidly if subsequent
tests In the Burwash creek country
prove as successful ae the first recorded. A pasture is maintained on
the Duke river, where horses can live
all the winter without being stabled or
fed. Last summer 25 brood mares
were Imported from Vancouver, and
these are wintering nicely, all of them
being reported as being in good condition. Late in the fall of 1911 a number
of horses used in previous summer by
the International boundary survey
corps were taken to the head of the
White river, near the International
boundary line, and turned out for the
winter. Having been brought from the
Oregon ranges the previous spring, a
number of mares foaled last spring,
and all the colts lived and are doing
well, making more hardy animals than
their predecessors. Several instances
are known id which colts foaled In the
far north have grown Into the hardiest
horses, having become fully Inured to
the severity of the winters. It has
been observed that when horses have
lived for some length of time in this
region they become naturally protect
ed from the extreme could by the
growth of a longer coat of hair. Some
Instances have been reported in which
horses have been seen with a crop of
hair similar to that of the buffalo.
Bur-was- h

PASS THE NECKLACE AROUND
Odd Compact Entered Into by Four.
teen Plttsfield (Mass.)
Girls.

Like a romance of old is the story
of the "Golden Necklace of the
In 1901 14 Pittsfleld girls
who had been friends all their lives de
cided that even marriage should not
break the bonds. Together they had
made for them a golden necklace of
exquisite workmanship. It was fash.
ioned from 14 large beads, with small
er ones in between.
It was agreed and determined that
as soon as any one of the 14 girls be
came engaged she should wear the
necklace until her marriage, when It
should be placed in a eafety deposit
vault until another fell before one of
Cupid's arrows. Should one of the
girls become engaged while another
was wearing it, it was decided that
the necklace should be surrendered
to the one who had last announced her
Intention of marriage. Such a contingency, however, has never arisen.
The binding together even after
marriage ties, of the girls who devised the "Order of the Golden Necklace," comes In this manner: As soon
as a girl becomes engaged her Initials
are inscribed on one of the large
beads. When she Is married those of
her husband are engraved on the opposite, together with the year of the marriage.
Already seven have worn the ornament and it has become known that
the necklace is again to be taken from
its storeroom to adorn the person of
Miss Rosamond Hull. Her engagement
to Harold F. Morse of Blnghamton, N.
Y., was announced by her mother.
Berk-shiree.- "

Brittany's Hair Harvest.

It is at Easter time that the curious
"hair harvest" of Brittany is "reaped"

by the traveling merchants, who go
from village to village buying the
beautiful hair for which the Breton
belles are famous. This is later de
stined to be made up into "transfor
mations," "fringes" and other mysterious arrangements with which ladles less abundantly endowed by nature make up their she tcomings in
the matter of "woman's crowning
glory." The clients of the hair buyers
are chiefly country lasses in the remoter districts, who are only too
pleased to sell their tresses in order to
obtain a little money to spend at the
Easter fairs. The "harvest," however,
is said not to be ko good as formerly,
as with the spread of education and
the love of display many girls prefer
to keep their hair. Wide Awaka Magazine.

Where Poverty Hur.s.
Charles Tellier, the inventor of cold
storage, is a Frenchman cf eighty-fivyears, and having been discovered
in a state of abject poverty, Mr. Tellier
When Rothschild Died.
The general and widespread evi- was recently decorated and pensioned
dences of sorrow occasioned by the by the French government.
In the course of an Interview with
death of Mr. Morgan are everywhere
a New York correspondent, Mr. Tellapparent, They find some form of exier talked with grim humor about
pression not only among the eminent
and the wealthy, but to some extent poverty.
"The advantages of poverty are
among the poor and the lowly as
he said. "The rich deoverrated,"
f
so.
taking-ofThe
well. It Is always
out a man's
of distinguished people who have cred- clare that poverty brings
Well so it does by the
points.
good
and
their
day
generation
served
itably
'
affects us all, more or less, In one roots."
Nathan
When
Baron
way or another.
Wonderful Crater Lake.
de Rothschild, the head of the great
Where once towered the highest
In
died
of
that
name,
house
banking
Vienna there was mourning every- peak in this country is now only a
of the shell, and within it lies
where.
On the day of the funeral a part
wonderful Crater lake, in Oregon.
great man happened to meet a lit- This is the view taken
by geologists.
the street
tle, ragged urchin in
This was Mount Mazama, a great volwhose eyes were filled with tears.
cano, which, probably before the
"Why are yon sad, little boy?" ask- dawn of life upon
earth, towered high
ed the great man.
above any mountain now within the
"Oh, sir, it i because Rothschild
boundary of the United States, Thouis dead," answered the boy.
a
of
relative
not
yours," sands of years ago it disappeared into
"But he was
the bowels of the earth. Crater lake,
added! the great man.
six miles in diameter, is 2,000 feet
"Ah, no! Therefore I weep," said
deep in places, and parts of the walls
the bffs.
rise perpendicularly another 2,000 fggS.
"
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Circumstances Had Made a Change
Hi6 Position', and He Wanted It

UNCLE

ti

to Be Understood.

Stock.

Suburban Road.

light hours are sultry and they are
given to home duties and those avoca
tions which keep one out of the sun.
while the brisk breezes which spring
up with the departing day inspire enMrs. Jones She thinks her husband ergy to visit and enjoy social pleasIs perfection, and yet she watches him ures. I do not find the heat debilitatlike a hawk.
ing or more oppressive, as a rule,
Mrs. Smith I reckon she thinks than in other parts of the world in
he's too good to be true.
summer. Washington can be very
warm, as all who know will testify,
and it has not the advantage of a conTWO VIEWS
stant breeze from the sea which Havana enjoys every evening and
through the night."
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years and more ago
every one who had a moment to B&ai ;.
was making lace from the
rick-racbraid. There were collars
Twenty-fiv-
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RAISING

By C. N. JONAS.

At Sumter, N. C, there wa3 a largg
crowd of colored people at the depot
as the train pulled in. An old bald'
headed Uncle Jerry had his head out
ot the coach set apart for colored passengers, and a man on the platform
recognized him and called out:
"Hello, Misser Stivers! Is dat yo'?"
The old man looked straight at hi.a
but made no response.
"Hello, Misser Stivers'."
No response.

Stanhope was startled from his
sleep by a sharp, imperative rap on
the door of his bedroom window. He
and
sprang up, donned dressing-gowslippers and hurried out at once with
a lighted candle. As he threw open
the door, the flickering glare quavered
grotesquely across a woman's tense,
pallid features.
"Kathleen!" The name broke from
him involuntarily; his tone was sharp
almost to harshness.
"Dick

"Say, Misser Stivers, has yo' lostea
persisted the man aa
he drew nearer.
"Boy, was yo' talkin' to me?" da
manded the old man.
"Sartin. What's de matter?"
"Boy, does yo' want anything ot
me?"
"Why, how yo' talk! Reckon yo
has got de hoodoo."
"Does yo' evidently reckon yo
knows me?"
"Of co'se I knows yo'. Yo' Is ola
man Stivers."
"WheD did yo' know me?"
"Las' falL Why, I dun worked wid
yo fur three mcnths."
"An' when yo' dun worked wid me
what was I
"Drivin' dem mewls fur KurneJ
Johnson."
"Exactly sah. But I want yo' to
understan' dat dere is a heap o' difference atwlxt drivin' dem saewls fur
d
Kurnel Johnson an' ridln' on de
kyars along wid white folks. I
yo' last fall, sah, bub
might
it yo' desiar, to permeate any alongat-e-d
conversation wid me yo' mus' git
some responsible gem'len to introduces
yo'." Chicago Record-Herald- .
yo' hearing?"

Mr.

Stanhope forgive my
intrusion at such an hour, but the
telephone will not work, and I I'm
afraid my husband is dying. He has
had three attacks with his heart before, but never so bad as this. I
thought If I could get a doctor right
away there might still be some hope."
Stanhope steeled himself as he
looked at her and replied reassur-

ingly:
"I'll go for the doctor immediately.
Don't worry so much. Perhaps things
aren't as bad as you fear."
"Thank you, Dick," she breathed
earnestly.
Then she drew her hood close, and
turning abruptly, disappeared into the
darkness.
Stanhope went back to his room
and exchanged his night clothes for a
as quickly as possible.
riding-sui- t
Then he went out to the stables and
saddled his fastest horse.
In less than five minutes he had
covered over a mile of the six that
must bs traversed.
Could it be possible that barely
three years had elapsed since Claver-inhad come and robbed him of
everything that made existence worth
while? his love, his happiness his
all?
And Kathleen? She had unhesitatingly made her choice, and only God
and Clavering and herself could have
told the rest.
But something in her face, in the
very atmosphere of her tonight had
stirred his blood strangely.
A sudden wild
thought flashed
through Stanhope's mind. What if
Clavering should die! What if the
girl he had worshipped with the one
great passion of his life were to be
free once more? All at once, he was
conscious that his breath ceased; tlw
blood pounded and surged in his temples; his heart leaped guiltily. What
But he dashed away the thought
and dug his heels into the horse's
Bides almost viciously. If anything
happened. It must be by the will of
God, and not through his volition.
The ride was over at last. His horse
was drenched and shaking as he dismounted and ran quickly up the steps
to the front door to the big, dark
ened house where the great doctor
lived.
"You must come at once yes, at
once," he called excitedly through the
"This Is no hysterical
speaking-tube- .
nonsense, but a case of life and death.
Charles Clavering, at the Heights, you
know. Has those attacks with his
heart. Man's dying, I'm afraid."
When he had elicited the doctor's
promise to follow immediately, he
went back to his horse and flung himself wearily into the saddle, almost
staggering under the whirl of emo
tions that held him in grip. He darea
not think, for to think meant to hope,
and hoping might mean almost anything.
The return journey was made mechanically. To Stanhope's dazed brain
it might have been six miles or it
might have been sixty or only one.
He rode through the darkness with
bowed head and deliberately vacant
senses. The draught upon his
left him physically weak, so
that when, by some inexplicable
chance, he found himself in front of
the Waverings', he half reeled in his
g

kjv-ere-

DON'T NEED TO BE LABELED
Any Man of Sense Would Know
These Two Stories Wero
Merely Fables.

Once upon a time there was a(
beaten golfer who admitted that he)
had missed no short putts and thaa
his winning rival had "gobbled" nc
long ones; who confessed that hei
was on his game and that while beat-- j
en by the margin of 3 and 2, withoutj
great luck the count would have beec(
8 and 6.
Moral They backed him up against
a bunker and shot him at sunrise be
fore he became more violent.
Once upon a time there was a faa
who left the ball park and called out
to a friend:
"Greatest game of the year, pal;
they beat us 3 to 2; but if the ump
hadn't slipped us a couple of close
ones, the count would have been 3
to 0. They played better ball and
.
won on the levet"
Moral They dldn-'-t even wait until
sunrise to pot this guy. Another ten
minutes, and he might have been beyond all human control. Grantland
Rice, in Collier's Weekly.

if!

That G. Washington Incident.
Small William, aged three, and
John, aged five, had taken special interest in the approach of Washing
ton's birthday. Fond grandparents
and other relatives had been sending
and hatched
them many cherry-trepost cards.
Of course the lads' mother had td
explain the meaning of the different
post cards. She tried to Impress
upon her sons alBO the lesson about
the "Father of Our Country" never
telling a lie.
Several nights before the natal day
of the much celebrated and greatly
lamented American, another consignment of post cards was received by
the two boys. They were presented
to their mother at the dinner table
that evening to get her to tell of their
significance.
Among this last list of cards receiver were several showing the.
chopped cherry tree. "And George
Washington could not tell a lie,"'
said the devoted parent, as Bhaj
finished relating the much heralded, incident.
Master William was silent fori
a moment, and then, in all seriousness,,
said:
"Why, mo'ver, what was the mat
ter wif 'im?"
e

self-contr-

saddle.

After all, it was only natural that
he should stop here to learn the result. Kathleen would expect it, since
he it had been to whom she had appealed!
Soon the doctor came out and stood
for a moment in the doorway talking
to Mrs. Clavering. His face was graver than its won't and he shook his
head from time to time as he talked.
Stanhope could distinctly see the
look on Kathleen's face as the bright
light from the hall chandelier fell full
across it, and it told him better than
any words could have done what the
outcome might be. In her eyes, there
were alarm, terror a curious shrinking. But the heartbroken look of passionate grief no!
He backed cautiously into a shadow
and waited till the doctor came out.
entered his runabout and drove away.
A minute later, Stanhope touched
his horse and was gone, galloping on
and on and on, terrified by the ter
rible passion that swept through him.
When he had controlled himself, he
reversed his horse and settled down

Time to Kick.
There was an excitement la the oldj
Inn at the cross roads. The ancientj
proprietor was bristling up like auj
(
angry porcupine.
"It's got to stop!" he thundered, as!
he brought his list down on the ink-- i
spattered register. "Be gosh, it'
got to stop, or I'll close up the hc--i

tel!"

"What's the trouble?" asked thecof--!

fee drummer.
"Trouble enough.

(Copyright, by Daily Story Pub. Co.)

that is

I could standi
motorists crawly
those
ing under the bed and ham-- j
on the
springs, "causaj,
mering
they thought they were under an am
tomobile, but I'll be blowed if I aiH
eoinr ta nut un with dreamlne avia
tors climbing up In the celling anq
knocking all the plastering down, jeso
cause they imagine they are tlnker-- j
Ing with their flying machines. Noj
Blree. It's got to stop."
sleep-walkin- g

to a steady, determined gait. In his
eyes was a light that had never illumj
inated them before.
Overhead, the sky with its prodigal
splendor, seemed flung full ot gold
by some giant hand. Below, the pale
radiance covered everything like a
soft, yellow cloud.
An army ot belated locusts broke
the sillness with their plaintive
chorus, and In the distance, a dog's
bark echoed stridently.
But Stanhope was conscious of none
of these things as he rode on through
the tense solitude.
An axiom ia something
ways so even If it isn't so.
Jlome Companion.

That

al-

Woman's
i

Utile Bltcf Irony.
Louis J. HorowiU is notrj In i:
York for his trenchant wit. Thus,
the discussion of a recent contra
certain rather niggardly
were made to liim, and Mr. I'.: a
rebuked their niggardliness "v , ',i '
quiet words:
"Only so much for a fl"Un t
building? Come, gentlenu'a, n 6
$5 Trore a:;d ve il run ym
? a t
scraper that will overtop ti'i !.'!

!.;'
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Fresh-Frui- ts
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Light automobile lamps at
this evening.

o'clock

Hissouri Strawberries California Strawberries
California Blackberries
.Table Cherries
California Red Raspberries
Oranges
Pineapples
M i
Banrtrias
Table Apples
Grapefruit

Apricots'
Green Beans

Steal Razigao

nd

REPAIRED

5

-- r-

NOTHING DULL AT

THE

Y.M.C.

-

1E3

m

Hayward as a clerk, has resigned.
Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distillery to you. At the XjOlby, of course,

This make of clothing is distinguished
among .clothes'. The. man whowears them
shows it and is proud of it. We make a
special feature of these goods and consider
it our right to continoubly harp on their
good qualities. The fabrics are perfectly
shrunk and correctly tailored.

construction and
excelled workmanship

Luilwjg Wm. Ilfeld

,

n,

simplicity un-of

Phone Main 379

O'Malley, 713 Main avenue.

HART, SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES

The Polished Steel
Line again leads all
others in attractive
de-sig-

The Harmony club will meet tomorrow afternoon with
Mrs. Charles

employ

Decoration Day

ON

SHARPENED

The Friendship club will meet with
Mrs. Charles O'JIalley, 713 Main, tomorrow afternoon.

Walter Randolph has entered the
of the postal service, taking
the place of O E. Burch as mail car
rier. Burch is on a vacation.

STEARNS STORE
We Close at Noon

Try a dram ot 010 Taylor
at tie Opera Bar. Adv.

Amos Kline, for the past 20 yeaxs
employed by the firm of Graaf and

Wax Beans
Turnips
Tomatoes
,,.
Beets

ANOTHER TALK

Lawn
owers

jj

A,

DINNER
ON

0ml

They're the true Economy in clothes
and cost just enough to be good as clothes
can be.

We

C. E.

Nagle has disposed of his in
terest In the Original Sanitary Bar
ber shop and will leave soon for Al
buquerque,

ft

THE CONTRARY, SOME NOVEL
AND INTERESTING STUNTS
4 ""
WILL BE SPRUNG.

If

Carry Them In
STOUTS

1

The first annual meeting of the Sis
All is in readiness for the big chick.
ters of Temple Montefiore will be held
KJ
OppoBlia the Y. M. O. A.
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock en membership dinner at tne Y. m.
at
C.
A.
affair
starts
The
at the Plaza Hotel.
tonight.
6:30 o'clock. The dinner is to be
.Las Vegas Chapter No. 3 of the served by the ladies of the MethoMasonic 'lodge will hold its regular dist church, and all that they make
meeting tonight. All members are re above expenses is to go into their
treasury. According to Secretary Le- quested to be present.
Ivoir this is to be the largest gather
AT
The Ladies' Aid society of the Meth- -' ing that ever assembled at the "Y"
odlst church will serve dinner at the building around the banquet table.
Y. M. C. A. tomorrow at noon. Price This morning no less than 85 people
uc. Everybody invited.
had accepted invitations to be present.. The reservations closed at noon
A 25c dinner will be s,erved by the today.
This ready response shgws a splen PASTOR
OF
Ladies' Aid of the Methodist church
THE
CATHOLIC
CHURCH
tomorrow at 12 o'clock at the Y. M, did interest in the affairs of the as
AT
ANTONCHICO
sociation. The annual report will be
A. The public Is invited.
WAS WELL KNOWN HERE.
given much as would the active manThe Jewish picnic yesterday at the ager of any business give such report
Yesterday morning at 1:30 o'clock
old Gal'iinas park was well attended to the. stockholders of his company. at his home in Antonchico, Rev.
and a success in every way. Every Secretary LeNolr wants the members Father Francisco Gatignol died after
to know just what has been done an, illness; of several months.
His
body present had a good time.
with their money, especially thtwe death was caused from paralytic
The ladies' class of the Y. M. C. A. who give from year to year and' nev strokes to which he had been subill not meet tomorrow morning on er come near the building, and also ject for several years, but not serious
account of conflicting arrangements'. to tell them of the plan3 for the
until last week. Father Gatignol
was about 60 years of age. He was
The class will be postponed until Fri'
The association officers announce born In France and, spent his younger
day.
that any who desire, particularly the days there, coming to this country
The Las Vegas hospital board will mothers of any of the boy members, about 25 years ago. He has resided
meet tomorrow afternoon at the hos and also the wives and sweethearts In New Mexico since leaving France
all over the
pital for its regular monthly business of the men members, may sit In the and was well known
state. Father Gatignol resided In Bel-e- n
All members are requested gallery and take in the sights.
meeting.
for about 15 years, later going to
Several stunts of the unusual and
to be present.
novel are promised, and the report Antonchico where he has had charge
Applications for the first grade in will be given in such a manner that of the Catholic parish since. He
was well liked1 by everybody who
the Normal
University
training not a dull moment will be
knew him, his personality being that
school have been coming in fast fox
of a kind and generous person.
the past few days. Those who attend
The funeral service? were neld this
this grade this summer will have first
choice of attending next fall, as the iOMML STUDENT HIES morning at Antonchico.
Among the
class Is limited.
clergy who attended and assisted
conducting the services were: Rt.
AFTER
ILLNESS in
Rev. J. B. Pitaval, archbishop of SanA. Rainey Saturday afternoon took
ta Fe; Father Besset of Santa Fe,
a trip to the Hot Springs and thorTHE
WAS
M'ALLISTER
ADA
MISS
Paulhan of Pecos, Father AdFather
exoughly enjoyed the day with the
DAUGHTER OF A PROMINENT
rian Rabeyrolle of Las Vegas, Father
ception that he returned to his home
SPRINGER RANCHMAN.
J. P. Moog of San Miguel and Father
in a rather wet condition. His name beOiler of Watrous,
ing Rainey attracted the weather man
of six weeks Miss
illness
an
After
attraction
and he responded to the
of the New
El Porvenlr stage will run daily durwith torrents of rain, assisted by hard Ada McAllister, a student
ditd
Sat- ing the remainder of the season. CapNormal
Mexico
University,
drops of hail. Mrs. Rainey, who acafternoon at tliS Las Vegas acity, five passengers. Fare $1.00,
companied her husband, also got wet. urday
hospital. The funeral was held yes- round trip. Phone Main 20.
of
O. L. Kargraves who is to succeed terday afternoon from the chapel
was atand
Normal
the
University
C.
Professor John Baker at the Normal
of the
made quite a mistake today, instead tended by a large number
C. Ander- E.
of
Rev.
the
friends
girl.
of coming to Las Vegas, New Mexico,
Methodist
he made a trip to Las Vegas, Nevada, son, pastor of the First
had charge of the services,
church,
and upon arriving there found no Norpresimal University. He was then notified and Dr. Frank H. II. Roberts,
of the school, spoke a few words
1
of his mistake and wired Dr. Frank dent
to the grief stricken parof
comfort
H. H. Roberts to that effect today.
He probably will arrive here the lat ents.
Miss McAllister was the daughter
ter
of this week.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. McAllister,
of near SpringYesterday afternoon at his home at prominent ranchers
old. She had
was
and
la
er,
years
Martin
a
well known resi
Mora,
Anzi,
for nearNormal
the
been
attending
dent of that place, died of ailments
was a
McAllister
Miss
two
years.
ly,
from which he had suffered for some
time. He was 82 years of aee and wn close student and. during this school
a native of Italy. H was father of ear her health become impaired. Six
became
Benjamin Anzi, who arrived In Las weeks ago Miss McAllister
to continue her studies. She
Vegas this afternoon from Trinidad too ill
beWe a.
and left Immediately for Mora where took to her bed. Her condition
the funeral services will be held to came dangerous and she was sent to
morrow. Mr. Anzi was an old resident the Las Vegas hospital.
Three physicians, Drs. E. B. Shaw,
of Mora, having resided there since
assisted
by W. R. Tipton and H. M.
1872, and Is well known in the northhad
Smith,
In
charge of the case. They
ern part of the state.
did1 everything possible for the girl,
but her system refused to respond
"GYM" CLASS POSTPONED.
The Y. M. C. A. dinner, which is to treatment. The cause of death
to be served by the Methodist ladies was neurasthenia.
STRAWBERRIES AND
Besides her parents Miss
at the association tonight, will begin
is survivA.t hv two sisters. Fol
at C:30 o'c'ock. The reservations
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
have been coming in fast today and it lowing the funeral services at the
escorted
was
by
is expected that the affair will be Normal the bodv
On account of this Normal students to the rianta Fe stawell attended
dinner the regular business men's tion and placed upon train No. 10, to
be taken to Springer, where burial
class will not meet tonight. , .
The purpose of this dinner Is to occurred, today. It was accompanied
acquaint all member with the finan- by the parents. The pail bearers at
cial standing and accomplishments of the fnnpml service yesterday were
the association. The men who ac- Frank Carroon, Francis Kelley, Ches
PHONE MAIN 4 and 24
cepted Invitations to the dinner are ley Thomason, Omar barker, Howard
Peterson and Salamon Gallegos.
looking forward to a good feed.
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THE ROSENTHAL

IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

THERE

IS NO

THERE

'HITS

LYE

IN THE CAN

"T IlE KIND THAT IS NOT

FRUITS"
LYE-PEELE-

Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

J. H. STEARNS

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN WAGON
V

J
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Gross,

Make your porch

the most com for f
able room about
the house.
You can do it at little cost by using the famous

HERO LU21
Porch Shades, a Seltox Grass Rug and a few of our low priced
Porch Chairs. Remember, we have the largest line of Porch
Swings and Furniture in the city.

J.

)

elly
Sole Agents

C. JOHNSEN

'Complete Home Furnishers"

l SON

East Las Vegas, N. M.

nil
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will buv 2 eood huildine- lota nn Tildfln avpniip
$600 will buy 3 good, building lot on Fifth street.
$950 will buy 4 room, adobe house on a good corner,
$1300 will buy nice 5 room frame house on 2 lots well improved

$150

on Eighth street.
$1600 will buy modern frame house

5

rooms,

lots on Jackson

2

street.

IM

'
:

a EROLUX

S

HOME

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour

At

REV.FIUiATIONOL
DIES

QUALITY

GREENBERGER

will buy modern 6 room house, all improvements, includ2 lo'ts oh Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room house, everything
' :
3 lots, best location 6n hill.
VACANT AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU
$3250

ing furnace, on

THE INVESTMENT
603 Lincoln Ave.

CORPORATISM

AGENCY

&

GEO. A. FLEMING, Manager.
A
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CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE FROM

PASTEURIZED CHEAM
ASK YOUR.

IT

BAKERY GOODS

GROCER

.

SATISFIES

CRYSTAL;CREAMRY Co

irt

THE BEST THAT

CAN BE MADE

5i

...

'

A

Of

Tea and Coffee name

Satisfying fame

These famovjs Tea.s and Coffees
are sold in Las Vegans only by

THE GRAA F & HAYWARD COMPANY
Ti::;

S-cr-

a

of fee Best cf EverylMog Eolalle

re headquarters for fresh
Vegetables and

Fruits

Season '

C.D.BOUCHER

n

Better Milk

r or a Better lown

Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
'
by modern cities.
1

Ring out the old mistaken methods.
Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The Gorbett Sanitary Dairy.
South Pacific Sfreet

'

Milking Time 4 A. M.

Las

Veas,

and 2 P.

M.

New Mex

